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Welcome to Catalog 99, Part 1, Authors A – L

ALL BOOKS 40% OFF THE PRICE IN THE CATALOG
The last book in this catalog details my just published memoir Dark
Impressions, 35 Years as a Dealer in Occult Books. And the penultimate
book here is a special publication I am offering for a limited time.
Please note those two books are at the nett catalog price, all others in
this catalog are 40% off the catalog price, I will apply the discount on
your invoice by deducting 40% on all prices here except those last
two.
Please note for this catalog I will be charging surface rate postage, at
my cost, but I am paying for insurance.
---

Ordering Information
Call or email me directly to order, previous customers will receive an invoice, pay by check or Paypal,
(payment plans available). Past customers and institutional libraries will be billed. Please let me know
what questions you have.
NB: All prices have been checked against the Almighty Internet and found to be very reasonable!
Catalog 100 will be my first printed catalog in over six years and I’m only printing a limited number of
copies, preference will go to those who have bought recently though there will be a few extra copies. It
will be the most interesting catalog I’ve done in decades if not ever.
Later catalogs will feature books on Mesmerism, Spiritualism, psychical research, hypnosis, psychology,
Forteana, eastern philosophy & religion, Arthurian and Celtic subjects (including Grail studies),
Shamanism, mythology & folklore, ancient & classical history and megalithic cultures.
I have a huge archive of specialized reference books for sale, please inquire.
More information can be found on my home page: https://knowledge396.wordpress.com/

Remember, all but the last two books are
40% off the price in the catalog

Orders and reservations accepted 24 hours a day, seven days a week by phone, email, and mail. Please
supply catalog number, book number and short title. Orders confirmed within 24 hours with an invoice
by email.

Todd Pratum Bookdealer Est.1981
263 Athol Avenue, No.8, Oakland California 94606
510.835.1766 Knowledge@Pratum.com
All books are the first printings of the first edition, in their original bindings, in very good to fine condition,
(no underlinings, library marks, worn bindings, etc) and OP in the edition offered unless specifically noted
otherwise. I usually only have one copy each so order quickly to avoid disappointment.
PRICES: I have carefully, painstakingly checked every book here against the Almighty Internet and priced
them as low as possible, almost always cheaper than anything comparable. The internet is full of erroneous
listings, spurious “dealers,” “bookjackers,” blurry reprints and ridiculously high prices on many of the
books offered here. I use ViaLibri.net, the largest and most complete search engine and unlike others
ViaLibri is not owned by Amazon (though it does search Amazon, which now controls 75% of all books
sold in the US). I’ve listed none of these books on the net but will soon.
PAYMENT: I prefer to be paid by check, payable to Todd Pratum, however if you would rather use PayPal
then please do so. New customers please pre-pay your first order, past customers will receive their books
with an invoice, payment on receipt. At this point I am not accepting credit cards.
LIBRARIES: Institutional libraries billed according to your budgetary needs, books sent on approval.
Please let me know what your collecting fields are, and do forward my catalog to colleagues if so inspired.
POSTAGE Postage at cost, generally $4.00 - $6.00 for the average order, foreign orders sent by air.
California addresses charged 9.5% sales tax.
FOREIGN CUSTOMERS: We have regular customers all over the world. We pack your books very
carefully and offer the lowest postage rates possible. Books will be sent by cheapest airmail, (surface mail
no longer available) and insured at cost. If you need a postage quote let me know. Payment by bank wire,
US dollar check or PayPal.
RETURNS: As always any purchase is returnable for any or no reason, (though a brief explanation helps),
please pack well and mail back promptly. If prepaid you will be refunded by check, or PayPal if that was
your payment method.

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR ORDERS LARGE AND SMALL
1)
ALCHEMICAL ENGRAVINGS OF LAMBSPRINCK. A Limited Edition Portfolio of One Thousand
Copies. Phanes Press 1994. A set of fourteen individual sheets, with title page. The works of the 17th
century Frankfurt-based publisher redrawn by Joel Radcliffe. The originals can be seen in The Golden
Game. Scarce on the net. $28.00
2)
ALEXANDRIA 3. THE JOURNAL OF THE WESTERN COSMOLOGICAL TRADITIONS. Edited by
David Fideler. Phanes 1995, paperback, 486pp, illustrated, mint copy. Articles by Arthur Versluis, Peter

Russell, Robin Waterfield, Christine Rhone, Jane Leade, Terrence McKenna, Peter Lamborn Wilson, and
others plus book reviews. $12.50
3)
ALEXANDRIA 4. THE JOURNAL OF THE WESTERN COSMOLOGICAL TRADITIONS. Edited by David
Fideler. Phanes 1997, paperback, 464pp, illustrated, mint copy. Articles by Albert Einstein, Werner
Heisenberg, Theodore Roszak, David Applebaum, Thomas Willard, Lee Irwin, John Michael Greer,
Hakim Bey and book reviews. $12.50
4)
ALEXANDRIA 5. THE JOURNAL OF THE WESTERN COSMOLOGICAL TRADITIONS. Edited by David
Fideler. Phanes 200, paperback, 464pp, illustrated, mint copy. The last volume of this epochal journal.
$12.50
5)
Alger, William Rounseville. – THE DESTINY OF THE SOUL. A Critical History of the Doctrine of a
Future Life, Volume 1. NY: Greenwood 1968 reprint of the 1878 (tenth) edition, stout cloth, 449pp, fine.
Lacks volume two which is entirely devoted to Alger’s famous bibliography. $20.00
6)
AMBIX: The Journal of the Society for the History of Alchemy and Early Chemistry. [London:
Ambix & Black Bear Press], 127 issues in stiff-sewn card covers, about 90pp each, plus plates, volumes
1- 48, 1937-2001, missing 29 issues, fine-mint condition, unused. In early 2000 Ambix stopped
reprinting the back numbers and they are now out of print thanks to a publishing merger, though PDF’s
are available by subscription. Nearly all issues here are the original printings, with sewn signatures and
plates on glossy stock, 18 issues in reprint. There are about 600 in-depth often exhaustive articles,
about half of which are devoted exclusively to alchemy. Some are almost book length, including
landmark papers and translations such as C. H. Josten’s A Translation of John Dee’s Monas Hieroglyphica
(with introduction and notes, the definitive translation). There are over 800 book reviews (indexed by
author, subject and reviewer) that comprise an extremely important record of 20th century Hermetic
scholarship. Ambix continues to be the leading scholarly research periodical for the study of alchemy. In
the early 1990’s it appeared that their emphasis was leaning towards early chemistry (articles that are
often still of some interest to the alchemical reader but more often they are not), but I am glad to see
over the last 15 years or so there is a renewed emphasis on alchemy. The excellent index volumes
makes this very useful indeed. There are no comparable sets for sale online. Postage extra. $3200.00
7)
Andersson, J. Gunnar. - CHILDREN OF THE YELLOW EARTH, STUDIES IN PREHISTORIC CHINA.
NY: Macmillan 1934, publishers red cloth, 345pp, 32 plates and 132 figures in the text, gilt lettering on
spine dull, a few pages slightly stained or foxed, very good condition. Andersson 1874-1960 was an
eminent paleontologist, archaeologist and geologist working in China most of his life where he
discovered the Peking Man. In what remains a mystery to this day, a large portion of the artifacts he
collected were lost, including a unique ancient ceramic head of a Shaman. Chapters on prehistoric
swamp forests, saurians, dragons and dragon bones, cannibalism, magic, death and grave symbolism.
$22.00
8)
Anglo, Sydney. - THE MARTIAL ARTS OF RENAISSANCE EUROPE. New Haven: Yale University
Press 2000 1st ed, large heavy 8vo, cloth & dj, 384pp, profusely illustrated with full-page plates and
many text illustrations, all printed on glossy stock, fine copy of this detailed, comprehensive history.
$65.00
9)
Anonymous. [Mrs. Marguerite Tollemache] – SPANISH MYSTICS. A Sequel to “Many Voices” By the
Same Writer. London: Kegan Paul Trench & Company 1886, small 8vo, blue cloth printed and gilt
lettered, front hinge cracked, a few library markings inside else vg-f. A surprisingly scarce book. Brief

extracts and detailed commentaries and notes on eleven 16th & 17th Century mystics, St. Teresa, Juan de
la Cruz, Miguel de Molinos, San Pedro de Alcantara, etc. Her previous volume covered the 1st through
the 15th Centuries. $35.00
10) Anonymously edited]. - THE CALENDAR AND THE COLLECTS, THE EPISTLES, AND GOSPELS FOR
THE LESSER FEASTS AND FASTS AND FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS. Prepared by the Standing Liturgical
Commission of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America. NY: Church Pension
Fund 1963, small 8vo, black cloth, 105pp, vf. 16.00
11) Aristotle) SIMPLICIUS ON ARISTOTLE’S “PHYSICS 3.” Translated by J. O. Urmson, Notes by Peter
Lautner. Ithaca: Cornell University Press 2002, boards & dj, 198pp. Sold with: SIMPLICIUS ON
ARISTOTLE’S PHYSICS 8.6-10, Cornell 2001, bound as the above, 247pp. Sold with: SIMPLICIUS ON
ARISTOTLE’S ‘ON THE HEAVENS 1.1-4, 164pp, as above, all in fine condition. These are the first three
volumes of what became the six volume series titled The Ancient Commentators on Aristotle, all edited
by Richard Sorabji. $355.00
12) Aristotle) Sorabji, Richard, editor. - ARISTOTLE TRANSFORMED. The Ancient Commentators and
Their Influence. Duckworth 1990, thick 8vo, hardcover in dj, sewn, 545pp and frontis, mint copy. Papers
on Alexander, Plotinus, Porphyry, Ammonius, Simplicius, Boethius. $250.00
13) Aristotle). Taylor, Thomas, translator & editor. - A DISSERTATION ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF
ARISTOTLE, IN FOUR BOOKS. In Which his Principal Physical and Metaphysical Dogmas are Unfolded,
and it is Shown, from Indubitable Evidence, that his Philosophy has not been Accurately known since
the Destruction of the Greeks. The Insufficiency also of the Philosophy that has been Substituted by the
Moderns for that of Aristotle, is Demonstrated. London: Printed for the Author by Robert Wilks, 1812,
first edition, large heavy quarto, late 19th century half green morocco and boards, raised bands, gilt
lettered spine, marbled ep's, top edge waxed red, XXVIII+577pp, extensive footnotes throughout,
corners scuffed, cup-rings on front and back boards that are also rubbed and a bit worn, the half-title is
soiled as are the margins of the first 10 pages, o/w a very good and wide-margined copy, edges
untrimmed, with the bookplate of George Herbert Evans. Handsome looking spine with bands gilt and
with a gilt heraldic lion with Latin motto in the upper compartment. No firm limitation has been
ascribed to this rare book but Taylor once said it was "perhaps more than 50 copies." Often confused
with his Metaphysics of Aristotle, which was first published in 1801 and later judged inferior by Taylor
to this work, (which he considered "one of my most valuable efforts" Raine p.224). It was issued a few
years after his nine (or ten depending on issue) volume set of The Works of Aristotle which went quickly
out of print. This was meant to be Taylor's distillation of that set, which was in fact limited to 50 copies.
$1550.00
14) Armstrong, A.H, editor. - CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF LATER GREEK AND EARLY MEDIEVAL
PHILOSOPHY. Cambridge University Press 1967 first printing of the first and only edition, large 8vo,
stout cloth, 714pp, foredge is slightly spotted else fine in nearly fine jacket. Originally conceived to be a
volume in W.K.C. Guthrie’s History of Greek Philosophy, the period was felt to be so significantly different
that Cambridge issued this separately. It is the definitive handbook to the period. There are eight
sections each by a different authority, including Armstrong, Merlan and Chadwick. The sections are:
Greek philosophy from Plato to Plotinus; Philo and the Beginnings of Christian Thought; Plotinus (by
Armstrong); The Later Neoplatonists; Marius Victorinus and Augustine; The Greek Christian Platonist
Tradition from the Cappadocians to Maximus and Eriugena; Western Christian Thought from Boethius
to Anselm; Early Islamic Philosophy; plus 54pp of index, notes, bibliographies etc. CUP has reprinted
this many times, this is the first printing. The latest reprint is $340.00. $300.00

15) Ashvagosha. – THE AWAKENING OF FAITH. Foreword by Aldus Huxley. Edited by Alan Hull
Walton. New Hyde Park: University Books 1960, thin 8vo, cloth & dj, 96pp, vg-f. The foreword is only
one brief paragraph. $11.00
16) Assmann, Jan. - EGYPTIAN SOLAR RELIGION IN THE NEW KINGDOM. Re, Amun and the Crisis of
Polytheism. Translated from the German by Anthony Alcock. London: Kegan Paul International 1995,
large octavo, cloth with dj, 233pp, notes, bibliography, index, and sources in quotation, mint copy.
Landmark study based on twenty years of research. Assmann is Martin Buber Professor of Comparative
Religion at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. OP and impossible to find on the net, at the original
published price. $98.00
17) Avatamsaka Sutra) Cleary, Thomas, translator. - THE FLOWER ORNAMENT SCRIPTURE, A
TRANSLATION OF THE AVATAMSAKA SUTRA. Boston: Shambhala 1993, 6th printing, first published
1986), large heavy 8vo, bright red silk-cloth & dj, 1643pp, printed on acid-free paper, very fine copy.
First published in a nice three volume set, this reprints that in one volume, very handsomely done. Both
editions are quite scarce, no reprint or paperback edition. $240.00
18) Avedon, John F., et al. – THE BUDDHA’S ART OF HEALING. Tibetan Paintings Rediscovered. NY:
Rizzoli 1998, quarto, boards & dj, 168pp, printed on coated stock, profusely illustrated in color, vf copy.
Selected paintings from the Blue Beryl plus extensive text. $68.00
19) Bacon, Francis. - THE WORKS OF FRANCIS BACON. The Philosophical Writings. Edited by Ellis &
Spedding. Boston: Houghton Mifflin nd, c.1922, short thick 8vo, publ’s red gilt cloth, beveled edges,
three volumes bound as one, 193+413+438pp, three plates, fully indexed, hinges cracked and rear hinge
strained with webbing showing, cloth a little marked else vg copy of the “popular edition” originally
issued in three volumes in 1852. From the standpoint of Hermetic philosophy Francis Bacon has been
poorly edited. For example the Basil Montagu edition, by far the most common and the one you have
probably read, leaves out huge portions. Only this edition, edited by Ellis and Spedding can be counted
on for a complete text, including much that will interest Baconians. Each volume is prefaced by Ellis and
there are many long footnotes. All Ellis & Spedding editions are scarce. $55.00
20) Bacon, Roger. - THE MAGICAL LETTER OF ROGER BACON. Edmonds: Sure Fire 1988 reprint,
stapled booklet, 39pp, vf. $9.00
21) Bacon) Esquire, R. H. [pseudonym] – NEW ATLANTIS, BEGUN BY THE LORD
VERULAM...CONTINUED BY R. H. ESQUIRE. Foreword by Manly P. Hall. LA: Philosophical Research
Society 1985 first & only edition, glossy turquoise boards & dj, XV+129pp, book fine jacket a bit rubbed
(ink coming off in places), 1000 copies printed, (not typeset and rather primitive in design and
execution). One of Manly Hall’s more eccentric publications, unless like me you are fascinated by the
strange mysteries of Bacon’s life and writings. Esquire’s edition was published in 1660 and a very rare
book today, his “continuation” of Bacon’s New Atlantis is crammed with occult symbolism (as outlined
in Hall’s foreword), especially that which is hidden in the heraldic and emblem books that Esquire
discusses, other material on cryptography. The identity of R. H. Esquire has never been ascertained, an
unusual fact in itself considering how well literate Elizabethans documented their lives. $50.00
22) Bailey, Alice. A - THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE ATOM. NY: Lucis Publishing Company 1972
(1922), publishers thick blue fabrikoid, 163pp, gilt lettering faded, otherwise very fine. Like almost all
of Bailey’s later printings this is an unchanged reprint of the first edition. They are always bound in

uniform blue fabrikoid with sewn signatures and printed on thin paper. Most of her books are still
available in hardcover reprints from Lucis Trust, averaging $35.00 to $55.00. $26.00
23) Bailey, Alice. A - THE REAPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST. NY: Lucis Publishing Company 1978
(1948), publishers thick blue fabrikoid, gilt lettered, 208pp, vf condition. The first edition lacked the 19
page index contained here, otherwise unchanged. $28.00
24) Bailey, Alice. A - THE UNFINISHED AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ALICE A BAILEY. NY: Lucis Publishing
Company 1970 (1951), publ’s blue fabrikoid, 304pp, portrait frontispiece, fine copy. The first edition
sports a rather handsome photogravure of the author, here in a washed-out offset reproduction,
otherwise identical to the first edition. No question that this is the most revealing book she ever wrote,
though still couched in such cosmological ossifications that it is difficult to ferret out what exactly were
the real forces in her life. Her story is so complicated, but much as I dislike referring to Wikipedia it
does have a rather good summary. $28.00
25) Bailey, Alice. A. - DISCIPLESHIP IN THE NEW AGE. NY: Lucis Trust, 1971 (1944) and 1968 (1955),
two volumes, heavy 8vo, publ’s gilt blue fabrikoid, 847+818pp, gilt lettering faded else fine. Volume one,
first published in 1944, was complete in itself but in 1955 this second volume was issued. According to
John R. Sinclair (The Alice Bailey Inheritance, 1984) this is one of Bailey’s most “crucial” works. $90.00
26) Baker, Ian A. – THE TIBETAN ART OF HEALING. Foreword by the Dalai Lama, Preface by Deepak
Chopra. SF: Chronicle Books 1997, quarto, thick folding paper covers, 192pp, profusely illustrated in
color, printed on coated stock, mostly fine condition. $16.00
27) Barber, John W, editor. THE BIBLE LOOKING GLASS: REFLECTOR, COMPANION AND GUIDE TO
THE GREAT TRUTHS OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, AND ILLUSTRATING THE DIVERSITIES OF HUMAN
CHARACTER AND THE QUALITIES OF THE HUMAN HEART. Philadelphia: Bradley 1866, large square
8vo, publ’s deeply embossed green cloth with heavy gilt decorations to front cover, various paginations
but about 500pp, double-page frontispiece illustrating ‘The Voyage of Human Life’, numerous full-page
plates (one lithographed) and at least 100 woodcuts in the text some taken from old editions of the
Bible and Bunyan, though the texts concern various other subjects. The arrangement of this book is
eccentric, it is basically divided into six books by different authors, each with separate title page. Most
of the titles have been chosen for their iconographic value. Barber (1798-1885) was an American
engraver, author, editor and compiler of numerous books usually featuring engraved and woodcut art
illustrating America and American religious history. $185.00
28) Barchusen, Jean-Conrad, Paul Servant and Marc Haven, editors. - TRESOR HERMETIQUE: LE
LIVRE D'IMAGES SANS PAROLES (MUTUS LIBER)… ET TRAITE SYMBOLIQUE PIERRE PHILOSOPHALE.
Lyon: Deran [1947 reprint of the 1914 edition], thin quarto, sewn wraps, unpaginated but about 80pp,
edges of wraps slightly chipped, spine a bit chipped, very good copy of a fragile book, with presentation
inscription to Leonard Pembroke from J. W. Hamilton Jones. A complete reprint of these two
iconographic “mute books” with all their plates, only a few paragraphs of text by the editors. $180.00
29) Beckford, William. – VATHEK. With an Introduction by Ben Ray Redman, Illustrated by Mahlon
Blaine. NY: John Day Company 1928, publishers sky blue cloth decorated in black, 229pp, illustrated
throughout in b & w, with elaborately designed green end papers by Blaine, an attractive edition of this
Gothic classic. $38.00

30) Beddoes, Thomas Lovell. – THE COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by Edmund Gosse and Decorated by
The Dance of Death by Hans Holbein. London: Fanfrolico Press nd [1928], two volumes, tall 8vo, publ’s
half cloth and floral patterned paper-covered boards in red, green and tan, paper spine labels, vol 1:
XXXV+256, vol 2: 269-590pp, (complete), portrait frontis in volume one, handsomely illustrated title
pages, woodcuts throughout, printed on thick paper, fore and bottom edges untrimmed, fine copy in
publisher’s glassine jackets (one small chip), one of 750 numbered copies, a somber production. With a
brief introduction by Jack Lindsay the publisher. Lindsay (1900-1990), author of many ponderous
works on alchemy, astrology, William Blake and ancient history, founded Fanfrolico Press with an aim
to publish important books in fine editions. Some of his books were fragile little publications, this is a
very sturdy book, strongly bound. A bibliography of the press was published in 2009. Beddoes 18031849 was a British literary gothic, a poet and dramatist and a physician who was expelled from medical
school apparently because of his preoccupation with proving life after death. His writings are famous
for their macabre themes, (hence the illustrations by Holbein). He was a friend of Coleridge, later
Beddoes supposedly went insane, committing suicide just after finishing his last work, Death's Jest Book.
$450.00
31) Benitez, Fernando. – LOS INDIOS DE MEXICO. [Mexico City:] Bibliotheca ERA, 1984 (1970), thick
8vo sewn paperback, 654pp, hundreds of color and b&w plates, well designed and printed, good paper,
fine copy, scarce. A pioneering work, divided into four sections, the largest of which is titled ‘Los Hongos
Alucinantes’, i. e. hallucinogenic fungi. This is volume three of a four volume work, but the only volume
to focus on their use of fungi. $70.00
32) Bennett, D. M. - THE GODS AND RELIGIONS OF ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. NY: D. M. Bennett
1880, two volumes, thick 8vo, publ’s brown cloth with gilt spines, 835+957pp plus ads at back, two
portrait frontispieces, one flyleaf partly torn, minor binding edgewear but a remarkably well preserved
copy for such a huge work. The prolific Bennett (1818-1882), famed founder of The Truth Seeker was
one of the most influential freethinkers of the period. Two years before this publication Bennett was
imprisoned, allegedly for mailing copies of Cupid’s Yokes, a free love pamphlet. According to his
statement printed on both title pages here this book was: “Written in prison while serving out a
sentence of 13 months in the Albany penitentiary, nominally for sending through the US mail a
pamphlet by E. H. Haywood on the subject of marriage and the relations of the sexes, but really for being
an infidel editor and publisher.” Later he published a number of smaller works most of which appear to
be extracts and distillations of this work. Rare, no copies online. $300.00
33) Berman, Morris. - SOCIAL CHANGE AND SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION. The Royal Institution,
1799-1844. Ithaca: Cornell UP 1978 1st ed, 224p, cloth & dj, plates, vf condition. His first book, charting
the progress of science as the domain of the amateur to its centrality in industrial advances. Fairly dry
compared to his later books. Includes a large, elevating chapter on Michael Faraday, one of the most
fascinating and misunderstood figures of the Industrial Revolution. $12.00
34) Berman, Morris. - THE REENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD. Cornell University Press 1981 1st ed,
cloth & dj, 353pp, 20 b & w plates and 14 figures, notes, and index, jacket bit chipped.A fine copy of this
pioneering study, one of the best scholarly attempts to put onto paper the true meaning of Medieval and
Early Renaissance alchemy, both physical and spiritual, and the only one to bridge Jungian, laboratory
and traditionalist schools, going well beyond the realm of “practical mysticism.” $145.00
35) Berman, Morris. - WANDERING GOD. A Study in Nomadic Spirituality. State University of NY,
2000, 1st ed, glossy boards, 349pp, sewn, mint copy. Berman demolishes in an extraordinary way some
highly cherished theories such as a prehistoric-matriarchal “goddess” age and the feel good new-age-

isms of Joseph Campbell, plus extended examinations of Julian Jaynes, Gimbutas and others, all the
while elevating our appreciation of tribal people. This is the third volume in Berman’s monumental
trilogy beginning with The Reenchantment of the World, (a study of Medieval alchemy) followed by
Coming to Our Senses. $75.00
36) Besant) Nethercot, Arthur H. - THE FIRST FIVE LIVES OF ANNIE BESANT. London: Rupert HartDavis 1961, hardcover with dj, 419pp, jacket rubbed else vg-f. Exhaustive, with many plates. $14.00
37) Bevan, Edwyn. – HELLENISM AND CHRISTIANITY. London: Allen & Unwin 1930 (1921), small
8vo, publ’s cloth, 275pp, ex-lib with call numbers and the usual treatments o/w vg-f. $12.00
38) Bien, H. M. – BEN-BEOR. A Story of the Anti-Messiah. In Two Divisions. Part I—Lunar Intaglios,
The Man in the Moon, a Counterpart of Wallace’s ‘Ben Hur.’ Part II—Historical Phantasmagoria, The
Wandering Gentile, A Companion Romance to Sue’s ‘Wandering Jew.’ Baltimore: Press of Isaac
Friedenwald (i.e. published by the author), 1891, short 8vo, publ’s gilt red cloth, 528pp, binding
shellacked, faint call numbers on spine else a vg tight copy. Another bizarre American work of historical
fantasy which at first reads as though it were anti-Semitic, but in fact its quite the opposite as the author
eventually reveals himself to be a Rabbi. The provenance may be more interesting (at least for me), it
has the stamps and call numbers of the Metaphysical Town-Hall Library of San Francisco, a legendary
bookstore and library that influenced generations of seekers and where as a teenager I bought a boxworth of books just before I shipped out as a merchant seaman on the USGS S. P. Lee. Additionally on
the front fly is the bold signature of “Magana and Walt Baptiste, Tomalas Bay Retreat, Calif.” Magana &
Walt were early yoga pioneers who won the praise of numerous yogis including Swami Sivananda,
Meher Baba and Paramahansa Yogananda. They opened a yoga studio in San Francisco (some say
America’s first) on Clement Street, complete with a vegan juice bar and bookstore where I took my first
yoga class. Crowned “Mr. America Bodybuilder” in 1949, Walt died in 2007 age 88. $54.00
39) Birdsong, Robert E. - ROSICRUCIAN LITERATURE LISTED IN THE UNION CATALOG AND NOT TO
BE FOUND IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. Privately published. Written c. 1946-48, hand-bound in
binder’s boards, quarto, unpaginated, c. 80pp, good copy. 291 titles fully described including pagination,
each with individual library location and card catalog number, organized by author. Probably one of a
few copies, less than 10, compiled for personal research. Robert Birdsong (1912-1996) was an old
occult dealer in Berkeley who did research for Manly Hall and was working on a third edition of
Gardener’s Bibliotheca Rosicruciana when he died, (never published). He wrote a number of books,
most published in small editions by his Sirius Press, I knew him only briefly. It’s clear from the
descriptions that he personally examined these titles. These are either the carbon copies of his
typescript, or perhaps a mimeograph copy, boards are a little worn but good condition, sturdily bound.
Obviously some of these titles are now included in WorldCat, but I checked and others are certainly not,
i.e. privately printed publications, periodicals and articles etc. $275.00
40) Blake, William. - POETRY AND PROSE OF WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by Geoffrey Keynes. NY:
Random House 1932 (1927), polished blue beveled cloth, 1152pp printed on thin ‘bible’ paper, trivial
soiling to covers, arguably the best one volume edition of Blake’s writings, though those by Northrop
Frye and John Sampson are notable. $38.00
41) Blake, William. - SONGS OF INNOCENCE, AND OF EXPERIENCE. With an Introduction and
Commentary by Sir Geoffrey Keynes. NY: Orion Press 1967, sky-blue cloth in cloth slipcase with two
color plates mounted to the sides, XIIpp plus c.60 unnumbered pages printed on thick paper with color
plates opposite most pages of text, vg-f. A wonderful production by Orion Press and a fine example of

trade book-making that is possible if publishers would just take a little care. This edition is a reduced
format reprint of the limited Trianon Press edition published in the same year. One of my favorite books
of all time, best read on a sunny day in the woods with children. $35.00
42) Blake, William. - THE LETTERS OF WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by Geoffrey Keynes. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press 1968, blue boards & dj, 224pp, 13 plates on coated paper, (one folding), vf
unclipped copy. Best edition, surpassing that of Tatham & Russell. $32.00
43) Blake, William. – JERUSALEM. Foreword by Geoffrey Keynes. London: Trianon Press for the
William Blake Trust [1952], one of 2500 copies issued, large 8vo, cloth & dj, spine and top edge gilt,
115pp plus 100pp facsimile of the complete original, dj with two tiny tears else fine, Bentley Blake
Books 79a. Although wonderfully printed with very clear reproductions of the original book, this has--in
most aspects--been superseded by the Princeton edition which is in color and still available on the
internet for about $100-$150. There is however one advantage to this edition, because of the stark
contrast of the black-and-white printing here it is much easier to read the text of the facsimile than with
the color reproductions by Princeton which are unreadable in many places. Both editions provide a
separately typeset text though I’m sure Blake would rather have you read it in the original! Jerusalem is
the longest of Blake’s ‘Prophetic Books’, and his last. Because of the laborious nature of his unique
process he only printed ten copies. It is the story of a man, Albion, who is also the archetypal Man, who
is at once a venal man and a representation of Great Britain and the cosmos. The story recounts his fall,
struggles with ‘Spectre” the ‘Satanic Mills’ and corrupt Deists and his final and ultimate redemptive
enlightenment. $90.00
44) Blake, William. – JERUSALEM. The Emanation of the Great Albion. Edited with an Introduction
and Notes by Morton D. Paley. London: Folio Society & The Blake Trust 2007, quarto, quarter leather
(probably bonded) with silk sides, in color illustrated slipcase, 303pp, 105 color plates, very fine
condition. This reprints exactly the Princeton University Press edition of 1996 but with deluxe binding.
Nice gift. $255.00
45) Blake) Butterworth, Adeline M. - WILLIAM BLAKE, MYSTIC. A Study, Together with Young's Night
Thoughts: Nights I & II with Illustrations by William Blake. Liverpool: Liverpool Booksellers Co. 1911,
tall 8vo, cloth backed decorated boards, gilt illustrated spine, various pagination, printed on thick rag
paper. Bentley No.516. Boards a little dust-stained but not offensively so. Two texts here, Butterworth's
study, and a deluxe facsimile of Young's edition with the Blake designs, (Nights I & II), which forms the
bulk of the book. A very handsome presentation. $90.00
46) Blake) Davies, J. G. – THE THEOLOGY OF WILLIAM BLAKE. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1948, publ’s
cloth, 167pp, spine a trifle faded else vg, very scarce. $75.00
47) Blake) Erdman, David V. – BLAKE, PROPHET AGAINST EMPIRE. A Poet’s Interpretation of the
History of His Own Times. Princeton: Princeton UP 1954 1st ed, cloth & dj, 503pp, eight plates and 14
text figures, trivial wear to jacket else fine. “A massive, extraordinarily original and thorough analysis of
the part played by radical politics in Blake’s life, art, and writing.” (Bentley, Blake Books). $110.00
48) Blake) Essick, Robert N. - THE SEPARATE PLATES OF WILLIAM BLAKE. A Catalogue. Princeton:
UP, 1983, heavy quarto, publ’s two-piece cloth, sewn, dj, 302pp, ten color illustrations, eight of which
are full-page, including frontispiece, plus 114 b & w illustrations, most of which are full-page,
bibliography, index, fine condition. $55.00

49) Blake) Schorer, Mark. - WILLIAM BLAKE: The Politics of Vision. New York: Henry Holt & Company
1946, 1st ed, publ’s blue cloth, 524pp, eight b & w plates, notes, and index, previous owner’s name
blacked-out on the front paste-down, mostly fine copy. Schorer 1908-1977 was a major literary critic
and short story writer in his day. He published numerous scholarly articles on Blake. “The work is an
important examination of the radical element in Blake’s poetry and society” (Bentley, Blake Books
p.912). One of the most important features is the discussion of Joseph Johnson the London bookseller
and publisher, Blake’s influential friend who commissioned Blake for over 100 engravings, the most of
any publisher. Fascinating reading. $38.00
50) BLUE CLIFF RECORD. Translated by Thomas Cleary & J. C. Cleary. Shambhala 1992, handsome
two piece cloth binding with calligraphically illustrated spine, dust jacket, 648pp, mint unused copy.
The definitive edition of one of the central treasures of Zen literature. $85.00
51) Boehme, Jacob. - THE KEY OF JACOB BOEHME. [i.e. ‘The Clavis’]. With ‘An Illustration of the Deep
Principles of Jacob Boehme’ by D. A. Freher. Translated by William Law. With an Introductory Essay by
Adam McLean. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1991 (newly typeset edition of the MOHS edition), gilt cloth, thin
8vo, sewn signatures, 81pp, frontis portrait and 13 Freher plates which are immaculately reproduced,
very fine condition. Though the paperback edition is easily obtainable this lovely cloth edition is now
scarce. $85.00
52) Boehme) Waterfield, Robin, editor. – JACOB BOEHME. Essential Readings. Wellingborough:
Crucible 1989, glued paperback, 239pp, vg-f condition. $22.00
53) Boehme) Weeks, Andrew. - BOEHME. An Intellectual Biography of the Seventeenth-Century
Philosopher & Mystic. NY: State University of New York 1991, glossy boards, 268pp, sewn, mint copy.
Weeks writes from the perspective of a scholar frequently in awe of the profundity of Boehme, with
extensive examinations of all Boehme’s writings. $90.00
54) Bokenkamp, Stephen R. - EARLY DAOIST SCRIPTURES. Berkeley: University of California 1997,
cloth in jacket, 502pp, mint copy. Six early Daoist texts translated out of the Chinese for the first time. A
major new book in the field. These esoteric texts are presented in English translation with following
commentary by Bokenkamp. OP. $55.00
55) Bord, Janet. – MAZES AND LABYRINTHS OF THE WORLD. NY: Dutton 1976, small quarto, glued
paperback reprint of the hardcover edition, 181pp, one corner of back cover creased, vg condition.
Lavishly illustrated with b&w plates, text figures, diagrams, maps, and woodcuts from old books. Still on
the best books in English on the subject. Janet Bord was president of RILKO. $24.00
56) Brandon, Jim. – THE REBIRTH OF PAN. Hidden Faces of the American Earth Spirit. Dunlap:
Firebird Press 1983, paperback, 288pp, well illustrated, previous owner’s gift inscription on the front
flyleaf (to David Fideler), a very good copy of this detailed Fortean study mainly concerned with
mysteries of the ancient past. The cheapest copy online is $235.00. $75.00
57) Breasted, James H. - THE DAWN OF CONSCIENCE. NY: Scribner’s 1935 1st ed, cloth in jacket,
431pp, 19 plates and text figures, a few contemporary marginal notes and underlinings in pencil else
book fine, jacket age-darkened, esp spine which is a little grubby, with two tiny chips, unclipped. Mainly
a study of Egyptian religion, especially the Pyramid Texts, with two chapters on magic. Though the
copyright reads 1933, this is the first edition with the Scribner monogram on the colophon, later
reprinted a few times. Though somewhat dated Breasted’s scholarship in general has certainly stood

the test of time, and this work, among his many other important works, has turned out to be one of the
most enduring. Breasted (1865-1935) was “a colossal figure” (Dict of American Biography), and this
book, his last major publication, had a powerful influence on Sigmund Freud, who drew extensively
from it for his Moses and Monotheism. Reprints can be found, first editions are very scarce, no copies
online. $120.00
58) Bridgeman, Raymond L, editor. - CONCORD LECTURES ON PHILOSOPHY. Comprising Outlines of
all the Lectures at the Concord Summer School of Philosophy in 1882. With an Historical Sketch.
Philadelphia: Albert Saifer 1969 reprint of the 1883 edition, tall 8vo, publisher’s plain green cloth,
168pp in double-column, vf condition. Much by Bronson Alcott and W.T. Harris, and two by Alexander
Wilder, ‘Alexandrian Platonism’ and ‘Emerson as a Philosopher.’ $62.00
59) Briggs, Katherine and Ruth L. Tongue. – FOLKTALES OF ENGLAND. London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul 1965 1st ed, cloth & dj, 174pp, jacket rather rubbed book fine. On first glance this looks like a rather
insipid popularization, then you remember that Briggs is the preeminent authority on the subject.
These are folktales that were personally recorded by the authors, with supplementary material on their
background plus index and bibliography. $9.00
60) Brooke-Little, J. P. – AN HERALDIC ALPHABET. London: Robson Books 1996, paperback reprint of
the revised edition of 1975, (1st was 1973), 234pp, illustrated with over 300 emblems and shields each
explained in great detail, mint copy. The author was Clarenceux King of Arms, and one of three chief
heralds of England and Wales, still the definitive text. $16.00
61) Brown, Carleton, editor. - RELIGIOUS LYRICS OF THE XIVth CENTURY. Oxford: Clarendon Press
1924, 1st printing, 358pp, publ’s blue cloth, fine copy, with the signature of John Hamill, (United Grand
Lodge of England librarian and author of Freemasonry, A Celebration of the Craft). These are mostly
unsigned lyrics, some come from the school of Richard Rolle. $77.00
62) Brown, Robert. - SEMITIC INFLUENCE IN HELLENIC MYTHOLOGY. Clifton: Reference Book Pub
1966 (1898), stout cloth, 228pp, vf condition. Brown’s ‘Third School’ of mythology, the Aryo-Semitic
school, in opposition (more or less) to that of Max Muller and Andrew Lang. $35.00
63) BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE DES ETUDES INDOCHINOISES, Nouvelle Serie, Saigon, six numbers,
1949 No’s 3 & 4, 1950 No’s 1, 2 & 3, 1952 No.3, publ’s tall octavo wraps, sewn, about 80-120pp each,
illustrated with folding maps, charts and photographs, one spine torn with sewing loose, some covers
dust-soiled else vg condition. $80.00
64) Bulwer, E. L. ZANONI. Paris: A. & W. Galignani & Co, 1842, one volume edition, text in French,
early half green morocco and marbled sides, ep’s marbled, VIII+337pp, joints a little edge worn, fore
and top margins somewhat foxed, last leaf foxed, text block crisp, hinges tight, a very good copy of this
classic of Rosicruciana. “The well known author was a member of the Rosicrucian Society in England,
and [this work] embodies some of his happiest inspirations derived therefrom.” (Gardner, Bibliotheca
Rosicruciana, 2nd ed, No.117). Not in Caillet, (but see No.1790). Very influential on HPB, Besant was
also a big fan. Bulwer is known for his purple prose, such as “It was a dark and stormy night...” First
published in three volumes in Paris, this is a one volume edition issued in the same year. Rare, only one
copy in OCLC World Cat. Bookplate of Thomas Arthur Kemmis, 1806-1858, member of Parliament, with
signature of his wife on ep. No copies online. $400.00

65) Burckhardt, Titus. – CHARTRES AND THE BIRTH OF THE CATHEDRAL. Ipswich: Golgonooza
Press 1995, quarto, cloth & dj, 135pp, profusely illustrated with full page color and black-and-white
plates and figures in the text, forward by Keith Critchlow, fine copy of this handsome work, printed on
coated stock and gorgeously typeset. $300.00
66) Burkert, Walter. - ANCIENT MYSTERY CULTS. Cambridge: Harvard UP 1987, 1st ed, cloth & dj,
181pp, fine copy. Though Burkert makes no reference to Joscelyn Godwin’s work Mystery Religions in
the Ancient World (1981), and Harvard bills this as “the first comprehensive history”, it is certainly a
work of great value to any serious researcher. Burkert (1931-2015) is a widely recognized authority
and author of many volumes, perhaps most notably Science and Lore in Ancient Pythagoreanism. $80.00
67) Burl, Aubrey. - PREHISTORIC AVEBURY. New Haven: Yale UP 1979, quarto, boards & dj, 275pp,
vg-f condition. Marvelously illustrated with old woodcuts, photographs of ruins, maps, diagrams, many
from old books, and a number of full page color plates. $12.00
68) Burnet, John. – EARLY GREEK PHILOSOPHY. London: Black 1920, 3rd [and best] edition, original
publisher’s blue cloth, 375pp, a fine copy, ownership signature of the philosopher Stephen C. Pepper
with a few penciled notes by him on the rear fly. Pioneering work that remains a standard amongst a
handful of great books on the subject. $115.00
69) Buswell, Robert E., Jr. - THE ZEN MONASTIC EXPERIENCE: Buddhist Practice in Contemporary
Korea. Princeton 1992, cloth & dj, 264pp, 16 b & w photographs, works cited, index, glossary of Sinitic
logographs, and an appendix of the principal chants used in Korean monasteries, mint copy. Buswell
spent five years as a Zen monk in Korea. A blend of personal narrative both humorous and critical with
scholarly detail. Reviewed at length in Tricycle. $22.00
70) Cagliostro) Haven, Marc. LE MAITRE INCONNU CAGLIOSTRO. Etude Historique et Critique sur la
Haute Magie. Ouvrage Orne de Dix-Huit Gravures, Portraits, Vues or Facsimile de Documents. Paris:
Editions Pythagore, 1932, nouvelle edition revue, corrigee et augmentee. VII+330+ [2]pp, contemporary
half polished calf, 19 text illustrations and B&W plates on coated stock, epilogue, appendice,
bibliography. Includes the portrait which appears opposite the introduction, bound in polished calf &
marbled boards with the original front wrapper bound in, five raised bands, gilt lettered spine with
raised bands, marbled end papers matching the marbled sides, sewn signatures, nice clean copy, pages
bright and printed on good stock. Unlike most biographers of Cagliostro, Haven took pains to document
all his assertions with extremely informative footnotes and a full annotated bibliography of 215 texts.
Not a particularly scarce book but impossible to find in the US. $175.00
71) Caird, Edward. - THE EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY IN THE GREEK PHILOSOPHERS. Glasgow:
MacLehhose 1904, two volumes, publ’s polished blue cloth, 382+385pp, besides some trivial pencil
marks in the margins a nice copy with the library label of James K. Moffitt, in whose honor the Moffitt
Library at Berkeley was named. $130.00
72) CALENDARIVM NATVRALE MAGICVM PERPETVVM. C.1990’s print by Phanes Press, A unique
print on archival foam board in brass tension frame, image size 35” x 17”, in frame 39” x 20,” with dark
purple mat, mint condition. A reproduction of the ‘Magical Calendar,’ one of the largest copperplates
ever printed. It’s authorship is unknown and the origins are still a mystery but it is likely that Tycho
Brahe had a hand in it. It was first printed in 1620 in a slightly larger size, probably by Johannes
Theodorus de Bry, Ferguson speculates that Mathieu Merian did the engraving, who also engraved the
works of Maier and many other Hermetic philosophers. According to the colophon of the Phanes’

edition of McLean’s translation a smaller print was issued with the book but I’ve never seen a copy. This
print comes from the library of David Fideler of Phanes Press. $300.00 plus shipping.
73) Campbell, Joseph, editor. - SPIRIT AND NATURE. Papers from the Eranos Yearbooks. NY:
Pantheon 1954 1st printing of the 1st ed, publ’s two-piece linen cloth, title page rubricated, 492pp, seven
plates, a few marginal marks in pen otherwise fine in edge-worn jacket. Schrodinger, Kerenyi, Meier,
etc. Far nicer book production than the later cloth reprints. This is volume one of Bollingen Series XXX 1,
of what became a five volume set. Plus: THE MYSTERIES. Papers from the Eranos Yearbooks. NY:
Pantheon 1955 1st printing of the 1st ed, publ’s handsome two piece cloth binding, title page rubricated,
476pp, 11 plates plus text figures, spine lettering dull else fine copy. Bollingen Series XXX 2, the second
volume in the series. Plus: MAN AND TIME. Papers From the Eranos Yearbooks. NY: Pantheon, 1957 1st
printing of the 1st ed, publ’s two-piece linen cloth, title page rubricated, 414pp, dust jacket with a few
tiny chips but fine. Volume three in the Bollingen Series XXX 3, Corbin, Quispel, Eliade, etc. Together
$250.00
74) Canseliet, Eugene. DUE LUOGHI ALCHEMICI. In Margine alla Scienza e alla Storia. Edizione
Italiana e Traduzione dal Francese di Paolo Lucarelli. Roma: Edizioni Mediterranee, 1998, first Italian
edition, small quarto, plain white wraps with rubricated cover, sewn signatures, 342pp, 41 color and
B&W plates distributed throughout the text, cover printed on rag paper, nice book arts, good
reproductions of the plates which are of architectural drawings, paintings, medieval woodcarvings and
woodcuts, old books, symbolic porticos, etc. $140.00
75) Cardano, Gerolamo) Siraisi, Nancy. THE CLOCK AND THE MIRROR. Girolamo Cardano and
Renaissance Medicine. Princeton UP 1997, cloth & dj, 361pp, fine cloth binding, sewn signatures,
alkaline paper, mint copy. Cardano (1501-1576) was a lot like Kircher in a number of interesting ways.
He was a scientific polymath who also studied the occult and Hermetic thinkers, wrote on medicine, and
like Kircher was largely ignored for the last 200 years because he wrote books on dreams, divination,
metoposcopia, astrology, alchemy and had eclectic notions about health and longevity and the cosmos.
The title of the book refers to one of Cardano’s sayings to his students, that “the studious man should
always have at hand a clock, and a mirror.” a clock to measure the passage of time and a mirror to
observe the changing minutia of his body. Siraisi’s book focuses on Cardano’s medical writings, and in
so doing she gives us a good look at one of Cardano’s most important and unusual facets-his writings on
dreams and oneriology. Cardano kept a detailed dream diary. He believed in a sort of astral projection,
and considered himself to be an unusually gifted dreamer of prophetic dreams. $125.00
76) Carlson, Maria. - NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH: A History of the Theosophical Movement
in Russia, 1875-1922. Princeton: Princeton UP 1993, cloth with dj, 298pp; 14 B&W photographs of
leading Russian luminaries associated with Theosophy, along with title pages from their publications;
notes, glossary, bibliographies, and index, jacket a bit torn else fine. More interesting than it may sound,
Carlson branches way beyond Theosophy to explore the occult in general in Russia during that fruitful
time. The paperback is $59.95, OP in cloth. $110.00
77) Carmichael, Alexander. - CARMINA GADELICA. Hymns and Incantations. With Illustrative Notes
on Words, Rites, and Customs, Dying and Obsolete: Orally Collected in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland and Translated into English. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press 1970 2nd ed, (reprinting the
1928-40 ed, 1st ed was in 1900 in two volumes), six volumes, handsome polished red cloth, dust
jackets, illustrated with hundreds of wood-cut illustrations in the text, fine condition throughout, a
beautiful production. The definitive edition, never surpassed, a fine facsimile reprint. The publisher
took the rare initiative to reproduce every production value of the original edition, nearly identical to

the 1928 edition in paper and binding, and nothing compared to the Floris reprint of 2006. In the
introduction Carmichael relates how he spent 44 years collecting “the old lore, written down from the
recital of men and women throughout the Highlands and Islands of Scotland”. It is a compendium of
prayers, hymns, charms, incantations, blessings, literary-folkloric poems and songs, proverbs, lexical
items, historical anecdotes, natural history observations, and miscellaneous lore gathered in the Gaelicspeaking regions of Scotland between 1860 and 1909. This monument forms part of the backbone of
Scottish Gaelic folklore studies, especially faiery lore, and is unique in scope. My catalogue 72 was
exclusively illustrated with illustrations from this work. $350.00
78) Carmichael, Alexander. - CARMINA GADELICA. Hymns and Incantations. With Illustrative Notes
on Words, Rites, and Customs, Dying and Obsolete: Orally Collected in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland and Translated into English. Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd 1940 2nd ed, volume three of a six
volume work, polished red cloth, top gilt, XXXVI+395pp, very fine condition. $75.00
79) Carter, Charles E. O. - SOME PRINCIPLES OF HOROSCOPIC DELINEATION. Together with Chapters
on Infant Mortality and Longevity, Suicide and Insanity, and Violent Crime. London: Foulsham c.1934,
small 8vo, publ’s cloth, 136pp, foredge a bit foxed else fine. $50.00
80) Case, Paul Foster. [Large collection of BOTA lessons], published in Los Angeles, by the Builders of
the Adytum, circa 1960’s. 160 stapled lessons total, about 6-18pp each with occasional illustrations, fine
condition throughout. Tarot Fundamentals, Lesson Nos. 1-29, 31, 44-47; Tarot Interpretation, Lesson Nos.
1-6, 9-32; 32 Paths of Wisdom, Lesson Nos. 1-4; Developing Supersensory Powers Through Tarot, Lesson
Nos. 1-36; Seven Steps in Practical Occultism, Lesson Nos. 1-7; Tree of Life, Lesson Nos. 19-26; Master Plan,
Lesson Nos. 5-12; The Great Work, Spiritual Alchemy, Lessons 38-40; approximately 6pp each. Also sold
with Associate Builders Initiation packet; Coloring Instructions, Minor Tarot Keys; Tarot Workbook; one
greeting card, B&W poster illustrated with tarot card images; three Builders of the Adytum catalogs; A
Bibliography Compiled from the Writings of Dr. Paul Foster Case; The Portico, Volume 2, Number 2
through Volume 6, Number 1; The Lantern, Vol. 2, No. 2 & Vol. 3, No. 4, vg-f condition throughout. A few
generic letters from BOTA are also present. This collection comprises about six years worth of monthly
lessons, (then approximately $6.00 per lesson). For some, these brief booklets are just the way to
gradually enter the world of practical Hermeticism. $350.00
81) CATECHISM OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT FOR PARISH PRIESTS. Issued by Order of Pope Pius V.
Translated by John A. McHugh and Charles J. Callan. South Bend: Marian Publications 1972 [reprint of
the 1962 definitive edition, first published 1562], thick 8vo, publ’s brown cloth, LV+589pp plus
unpaginated appendix and publisher’s ads, fine copy. The most important Catholic catechism and the
standard work until Pope John Paul II supervised the controversial “modern edition” which was
published in 1992, ruining for many traditionalists the old spirit. Very scarce. $135.00
82) Cecil, Robert, editor. – THE KING’S SON. Readings in the Traditional Psychologies and
Contemporary Thought on Man. London: Octagon Press 1980, boards & dj, 181pp, vg condition. An odd
collection of short essays, long paragraphs and pithy quotes by many Traditionalist authors and others
that would not normally be considered “Traditionalist.” $24.00
83) CHALDEAN ACCOUNT OF GENESIS. Containing the Description of the Creation, the Fall of Man,
the Deluge, the Tower of Babel, the Times of the Patriarchs, and Nimrod; Babylonian Fables, and
Legends of the Gods. Translated by George Smith. Wizards Bookshelf 1994 (1876), gilt-decorated
boards, 319pp, fine condition. Reprint of this highly regarded translation of some of the most ancient
texts of any civilization that have come down to us. $38.00

84) Chaney, Edward & Neil Ritchie, editors. - OXFORD, CHINA AND ITALY. Writings in Honor of Sir
Harold Acton on his Eightieth Birthday. Foreword by David Rundle. London: Thames and Hudson, 1984
1st ed, tall 8vo, quarto, blue cloth & dj, 246pp, portrait frontispiece on coated stock, three illustrated
section headings, plus 32 b & w figures on coated stock, some of which are full-page, select bibliography,
top edge a little dust-stained, back panel of dj is lightly and unevenly smoke stained, foredge a bit soiled
else fine. $32.00
85) Chaney, William A. - THE CULT OF KINGSHIP IN ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND. Manchester UP &
Sandpiper Books Ltd 1999 (1970), cloth in dj, sewn signatures, alkaline paper, 276pp, fine. Fans of
Margaret Murray’s The Divine King in England (1956) will find this interesting. The author’s focus is to
unearth all possible traces of pagan cosmology and practice in English royal ritual and culture. $20.00
86) Christian Knorr von Rosenroth, Freiherr). THE KABBALISTIC DIAGRAMS OF ROSENROTH.
Translated by Christopher Atton and Stephen Dziklewicz, Edited by Adam McLean. London: Hermetic
Research Trust 1987, brown imitation leather, 124pp, 16 plates plus numerous text figures, MOHS
No.23, one of 250 copies printed, signed & numbered, vf condition, scarce. $186.00
87) Christian, Paul, [pseudonym of Jean-Baptiste Pitois]. - THE HISTORY AND PRACTICE OF MAGIC.
Newly Translated from the French with Additional Material by Modern Authorities. Edited and Revised
by Ross Nichols. Translated by James Kirkup and Julian Shaw. Supplementary articles by Mir Bashir,
Margery Lawrence, and Julian Shaw. Emendations and Notes by Charles R. Cammell, Lewis Spence,
Gerald Yorke, and Edward Whybrow. London: Forge Press 1952, two volumes, large 8vo, thick gilt
lettered green cloth with beveled edges, tops gilt, 621pp, titles printed in green and ochre, text printed
in ochre colored ink on thick paper with green section headings, decorative end papers with silk page
markers, 37 text figures diagrams and tables in the text, spines a little bubbled otherwise a fine copy in
lightly worn slipcase of this deluxe edition later reprinted in one volume by Citadel. Jean-Baptiste Pitois
(1811-1877) was an anticlerical historian and author of a number of books including an important
work on the tarot (L’homme Rouge des Tuileries, (1863) which apparently influenced Papus) but he is
now known mainly for this work first published as Historie de la Magie (1870), which took twelve years
to write according to Melton. $155.00
88) Christiansen, Reidar Th. - STUDIES IN IRISH AND SCANDINAVIAN FOLKTALES. Copenhagen:
Rosenkilde & Bagger for Coimisium Bealoideasa Eireann (The Irish Folklore Commission), 1959, tall
8vo, publ’s cloth, 249pp, autographed, fine copy. Ayer reprinted this in 1980, both are very scarce.
$125.00
89) Chrysostomos, Bishop, Bishop Auxentios and Bishop Cyprian. - THE OLD CALENDAR, ORTHODOX
CHURCH OF GREECE. Etna: Center for Traditionalist Orthodox Studies 1994, glued wraps, 146pp,
illustrated, mint copy. A small yet dense scholarly monograph, out of print and rare. $60.00
90) Chumbley, Andrew D. – OPUSCULA MAGICA. Volume 1, Essays: Witchcraft and the Sabbatic
Tradition. Richmond Vista: Three Hands Press 2010, half calf with printed cloth sides, 149pp,
illustrated, one of 242 numbered copies, lacks slipcase, fine condition. $200.00
91) Churchward, James. - THE LOST CONTINENT OF MU. NY: Ives Washburn 1937 7th printing (1st
1926), tall 8vo, gilt blue cloth, 335pp, well printed with many plates, maps and drawings, spine and
front cover unevenly faded, signature on fly cut-out otherwise a fine copy of an attractive volume.
Churchward (1851-1936) was the elder brother of the Masonic historian Albert Churchward, though he

did not seem to share his brother’s objectivity. This is the first of his five volume ‘Mu series’ and
perhaps the sanest, even though most of it was probably made-up from casual reading and the flimsy
archaeological evidence in newspaper accounts and popular Theosophical literature. There are no notes
or references of any kind, and when reading this I am reminded of the ubiquity of opiated medicines in
his day. Alternately it can be read as a compelling work of fiction, unburdening the reader of any critical
skepticism. $33.00
92) Clancy, P. J., (pseudonym). - A TAROT ANTHOLOGY AND ROADMAP WITH SPECIFIC GUIDANCE
FROM OVER 150 AWARE TRAVELERS WHO FOLLOW THE FOOLS WAY. Title on cover: The Fool’s Way.
[San Francisco: author, c.1985], quarto, spiral binding, 74pp, photocopy typescript, fine condition. Less
than 10 copies were printed. An unpublished monograph collecting excerpts and commentaries by
150+ authors, with bibliography and preface, entirely on the meaning of the fool card, and as far as I
know the only such monograph ever published. Clancy believed this card to be the ‘ne plus ultra’ of tarot
symbolism that held other keys to occult wisdom in Freemasonry, alchemy, etc. $100.00
93) Clifton, Chas S. - ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERESIES AND HERETICS. Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO 1992,
tall 8vo, cloth & dj, 156pp, illustrated, mint copy. The focus is Ancient, Medieval and early Renaissance
periods. $12.00
94) CODEX TELLERIANO-REMENSIS. Ritual, Divination, and History in a Pictorial Aztec Manuscript.
Edited by Eloise Quinones Keber, foreword by Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie. Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1995, large heavy quarto, cloth & dj, 365pp, color plates, glyphs, and four maps, fine condition. A
stunning work of scholarship and book design, printed on thick matte paper, bound in very fine closeweave cloth, laid paper ep’s. A full reproduction with complete translation of this 16th century codex
plus additional commentary by the editor on the role of the calendar, divination, the Nine Night Lords,
etc & etc, plus six appendices. For Le Roy Ladurie see below. $100.00
95) Cohane, John Philip. - THE KEY. Preface by Cyrus H. Gordon. NY: Crown 1969 1st ed, publ’s red
cloth, 288pp, 54 plates & illustrations, fine. A noted work on the supposed etymological and
archaeological evidence for a world-wide Semitic migration. Cohane went on to postulate an
extraterrestrial origin of mankind, thus condemning him to the dustbin of scholarship. Gordon, his
friend, was an expert in Near Eastern philology, a controversialist and fellow outsider in academic
circles. $44.00
96) Collins, Jess. - JESS. A Grand Collage 1951-1993. Organized by Michael Auping, Buffalo: AlbrightKnox Art Gallery and the Buffalo Fine Arts Academy, 1993 1st ed, oblong quarto, cloth & dj, profusely
illustrated in color, printed on glossy stock, front flyleaf slightly creased, one tiny dent in jacket else fine.
Essays by Michael Auping and others. Jess Collins (known simply as ‘Jess’ now, 1923-2004) was a
professional artist, early graduate of the SF Art Institute, and longtime lover of poet Robert Duncan. In
the late 1980’s they lived a few blocks away from Maelstrom Books where I worked in the Mission
district of San Francisco. There I got to know them a little bit when they would come in the shop and
hang out discoursing on alchemy and children’s books while keeping me informed of the underground
art scene then. It’s obvious from looking at this book that Hermeticism was a big influence, and the dust
jacket reproduces one of his paintings that follows a plate from Fludd’s Utriusque Cosmi. There was a
glued paperback published, both editions are scarce. $100.00
97) Colman, Samuel. - NATURE’S HARMONIC UNITY. A TREATISE ON ITS RELATION TO
PROPORTIONAL FORM. Edited by C. Arthur Coan. NY: Blom 1971 (1912) quarto, plain card covers,
signatures sewn, 327pp, profusely illustrated, trivial dent to the front cover, a very good copy with the

ownership signature of Joscelyn Godwin. The author, who not so carefully disguises his Masonic
sources, would also appear to be a follower of Jay Hambidge (who as far as I know was not a Mason)
and the Hellenic Society of London. It is my memory that in the original edition some plates are folding
so those here must have been reduced to one page. This famous book has been reprinted by number of
hack reprint companies, this is a quality sewn reprint that lays flat on your desk with clear
reproductions of the illustrations. $48.00
98) Connelly, Joan Breton. – PORTRAIT OF A PRIESTESS. Women and Ritual in Ancient Greece.
Princeton: Princeton UP 2007 1st ed, large heavy 8vo, cloth & dj, 414pp, profusely illustrated in b&w,
printed on glossy stock, sewn signatures, very fine copy. $28.00
99) Conway, Anne. - CONWAY LETTERS. The Correspondence of Anne, Viscountess Conway, Henry
More, and their Friends 1642-1684. Edited by Majorie Hope Nicolson. New Haven: Yale, and London:
OUP 1930, large 8vo, publ’s red cloth and gilt spine, 517pp, frontis and 17 plates, spine a bit faded and
rubbed, margins beginning to brown else a vg-f copy, autograph presentation inscription from the
author, “For Mary Lou, who is high honors in every way, Majorie Hope Nicholson.” A glittering goldmine
of fascinating material on Conway’s occult circle. Large and haunting section detailing her relationship
with the enigmatic Valentine Greatrakes, “The Stroker” an Irish healer who treated Conway for
migraines and who is perhaps the first recorded example of healing using “magnetic passes” (and
importantly not the “laying on of hands”); other chapters on Francis Mercury van Helmont, Joseph
Glanvill, Ralph Cudworth, Robert Boyle. A large number of Quaker personalities are also discussed. In
1992 OUP issued an expanded edition with about 60pp of extra material which is still in print at
$200.00. $100.00
100) Cook, Arthur Bernard. – ZEUS. A STUDY IN ANCIENT RELIGION. Volume II, Zeus, God of the Dark
Sky (Thunder & Lightning), Part 1, Text & Notes, [and] Volume II, Part II Appendixes & Index. NY: Biblio
& Tannen 1965 (reprint of the Cambridge University Press edition of 1925), two volumes, publ’s stout
red cloth with handsome gilt decorations to covers and spines, 1397pp (continuous pagination), plus 47
plates and four folding & extending color plates in pocket mounted at back, a fine and complete copy of
the ‘dark’ volumes. Complete copies (in five volumes) go for $3K if found, this is a high quality reprint of
volume two, (in two tomes) which comprises the largest and perhaps the most interesting part. $275.00
101) Cook, Stanley A. - GLOSSARY OF THE ARAMAIC INSCRIPTIONS. Cambridge: CUP 1898, publ’s
cloth, 127pp, edges worn in places, hinges cracked and strained, good copy. Aramaic to English. $30.00
102) Coomaraswamy, Rama P. & Keshavram N. Iengar, Editors. - SPIRITUAL AUTHORITY AND
TEMPORAL POWER IN THE INDIAN THEORY OF GOVERNMENT. New Delhi: Indira Gandhi Center for
the Arts & OUP 1993, revised edition, cloth & dj, 126pp, fine. A brief but dense work suitable only for
the most diligent reader. Rama is the son of Ananda Coomaraswamy, who improbably became a
psychiatrist. $21.00
103) Cooper-Oakley, Isabel. – MYSTICAL TRADITIONS. I. Forms and Presentations. II. Secret Writings.
Milan: Ars Regia 1909, sewn wraps, 310pp plus 2pp of ads at back, portrait frontispiece of HPB. A poor
copy, spine and back wrapper covered with thick black electrical tape, frontis loose, pages browning,
sewing still firm. Large and interesting bibliography, introduction by Annie Besant. The first volume of
the Publications of the International Committee for Research into Mystical Traditions, established by
Annie Besant. Scarce. $18.00

104) Cornford, F. M. - MICROCOSMOGRAPHIA ACADEMICA BEING A GUIDE FOR THE YOUNG
ACADEMIC POLITICIAN. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1922, 1st American ed?, small slim 12mo,
green boards, X+31pp, boards are a little worn, interior fresh and clean. The bibliography of this book is
confusing, it was first published in Cambridge by Bowes & Bowes, 1908, 43pp, this is a retypeset edition
faithful in every way to that first (I compared them), but the colophon here reads: “ First published and
copyrighted in Great Britain by Bowes & Bowes 1922, this American edition is limited to 1500 copies,
only 50 of which are for sale.” And his preface is titled “Preface to the second edition.” Here the great
classicist from Cambridge deflates the idealist romantic view of the ivory tower with a sardonic view of
the politics of academia. $50.00
105) Couat, Auguste, editor. – ALEXANDRIAN POETRY UNDER THE FIRST THREE PTOLEMIES 324-222
B.C. With Supplementary Chapter by Emile Cahen. Translated by James Loeb. London: Heinemann 1931,
publ’s handsome polished gilt cloth, 638pp, nice copy. Much on Callimachus, Apollonius of Rhodes, and
the astrological poems of Aratus and Eratosthenes. The whole work begins with an evocative and long
chapter titled ‘The Museum at Alexandria.’ A detailed examination of the poetry of this period yet
providing almost no examples of the poetry. This was compiled long after Loeb initiated his famous
publishing enterprise. Reprinted by Ares in 1993, this original edition is very scarce. $120.00
106) Couchoud, Paul-Louis, [editor]. ASIATIC MYTHOLOGY. A Detailed Description and Explanation of
the Mythologies of all the Great Nations of Asia. NY: Crowell nd, c.1960's, [reprint of 1920 edition],
heavy quarto, nice cloth binding, jacket flaps laid-in, 459pp, profusely illustrated in color and b & w,,
one tiny spot on front cover else fine copy. The later reprints of this grand volume were much inferior.
An anonymously translated French work consisting of eight monographs, two by Joseph Hackin, others
by Maspero and Marchal. $70.00
107) Cramer, Daniel. THE ROSICRUCIAN EMBLEMS OF DANIEL CRAMER. The True Society of Jesus
and the Rosy Cross. Translated by Fiona Tait. Edited by A. McLean. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1991, fine
red cloth, 76pp, plates, vf. Essentially unchanged from the limited edition printed by McLean. $145.00
108) D.O.M.A. CODEX ROSÆ CRUCIS. A Rare & Curious Manuscript of Rosicrucian Interest, Now
Published for the First Time in Its Original Form. Introduction and Commentary by Manly P. Hall. LA:
Philosophical Research Society 1974 reprint of the 2nd ed of 1971, (1st ed 1938), tall quarto, publ’s red
gilt fabrikoid, 114pp, title page rubricated, two color plates on glossy stock and 26 b & w plates, fine
copy. And exact reprint, though smaller in size and in different binding from the 1971 printing. $140.00
109) D.O.M.A. CODEX ROSÆ CRUCIS. A Rare & Curious Manuscript of Rosicrucian Interest, Now
Published for the First Time in Its Original Form. Introduction and Commentary by Manly P. Hall. LA:
Philosophical Research Society 1971 2nd ed, (1st ed 1938), folio, publ’s thick rose-colored gilt cloth,
114pp, title page rubricated, two color plates on glossy stock and 26 B&W plates, all from early books
and manuscripts of the order, binding slightly marked but fine condition, nice book arts compared to
the later reprints. Clay Holden’s copy (John Dee Publication Project) with his sigil on the flyleaf and two
original printings of Pagesgem and Bacap Laflos laid in. The illustrations include: The Dragon of Chaos,
the folding and extending Magical Calendar of Tycho Brahe (detached and laid in); and a B&W plate of
the great cross of the Rosicrucian adepts, neither of which appear in the earlier D.O.M.A. versions; and
many pages with both English (black) and Latin (red) text translated from the original manuscripts;
along with other text illustrations. There have been two different “editions” of Hall’s book, yet all are
textually the same. Hall states in his preface here that “ Since the first edition of this book, nothing has
come to light which would require a revision of the text. As far as we can learn, no other work has been
published which sheds additional light on the DOMA manuscript or the related reference works which

we have mentioned.” However the presentation of the illustrations has varied a bit in some printings,
and even though I've handled all of them it's difficult to keep straight the differences. Some printings
only have B&W plates, the first edition is the best as it is larger in size and of superior binding, but that
is quite rare. Besides Hall’s annotated facsimile of the original edition, he provides an extraordinarily
detailed iconographic examination of every symbol, plus an expose of “The Hartmann Hoax.” $185.00
110) D’Arch Smith, Timothy. – A*L*E*M*B*I*C. A Novel. Normal: Dalkey Archive Press 1992 1st ed,
cloth & dj, 226pp, fine condition, remarkable dust jacket art. The Book Collector recently published an
interview with the author who is a legendary antiquarian bibliopole. $8.00
111) Dalberg-Acton, J. E. E. (Lord Acton). - LECTURES ON MODERN HISTORY. Edited with an
introduction by John Neville Figgis and Reginald Vere Lawrence. London: Macmillan 1952 (1906), red
polished cloth (slightly mottled from damp) in plain dj, fine copy. Lord Acton was one of the most
knowledgeable people of the 20th century and is known for his definitive historical works. Here he
begins with the Italian Renaissance and ends deep inside the American Revolution. $12.00
112) Dames, Michael. – THE SILBURY TREASURE. The Great Goddess Rediscovered. London: T & H
1976, sewn paperback, 192pp, well illustrated, vg-f. $11.00
113) Dante Alighieri. – DANTE’S PARADISO. With A Translation Into English Triple Rhyme by
Lawrence Binyon. London: MacMillan 1943 2nd printing, small 8vo, publ’s polished red cloth, 395pp,
one corner of cloth a bit torn but a very good copy, scarce. $38.00
114) Dante) Nassar, Eugene Paul. – ILLUSTRATIONS TO DANTE’S INFERNO. Rutherford: Fairleigh
Dickinson University Press 1994 1st ed, large heavy 8vo, cloth & dj, 398pp, profusely illustrated in color
and b & w, fine copy, out of print though there was a paper edition some years ago. $140.00
115) Darley, Alex M. - THE PASSIONISTS OF THE SOUTHWEST OR THE HOLY BROTHERHOOD. A
REVELATION OF THE PENITENTES. Gloreta: Rio Grande Press 1968 (1893), red gilt fabrikoid, 119pp,
illustrations throughout, vf condition. Quality reprint of this firsthand account, much on their snake
handling. $32.00
116) De Montfaucon de Villars, N. – COMTE DE GABALIS. Discourses on the Secret Sciences and
Mysteries, in Accordance with the Principles of the Ancient Magi and the Wisdom of the Kabalistic
Philosophers. London: Rider 1922 [1913], publ’s green gilt cloth, XXIV+352pp, six sepia plates including
frontis, illustrated ep’s, top of spine torn else vg. For some reason the entire text was retypeset, but is
otherwise identical to the 1913 edition, including the design of the binding though of lesser quality.
$120.00
117) De Montfaucon de Villars, N. – COMTE DE GABALIS. Rendered out of the French Into English with
a Commentary. [NY] “Published by The Brothers” (copyright Harry B. Haines), 1914, [identical to the
1913 London edition] publ’s dark green cloth with gilt front cover, XXVI+352pp, six sepia plates
including frontis, illustrated ep’s, one signature detached, a few minor dents to edge of binding else a
very good copy, printed on heavy paper. This work of allegorical fiction, first published in 1670, had
considerable influence on Eliphas Levi, HPB, Bulwer-Lytton and Manly P. Hall. There is a remarkable
paper, Sylphs and Other Elemental Beings in French Literature Since Le Comte de Gabalis, by Edward
Seeber, with very detailed bibliography, in Publications of the Modern Language Association, March
1944, which neatly documents the influence this book has had over the centuries. "Although written in

a satirical vein, yet it contains profound truths." (Gardner, Bibliotheca Rosicruciana, 2nd ed). According
to some, the author was assassinated for revealing the secret of the Sylphs. $200.00
118) Debus, Allen G., & Robert P. Multhauf. – ALCHEMY AND CHEMISTRY IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY. LA: UC Press for the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library 1966, stapled folding wraps,
52pp, vg. Two papers, Multhauf (a principal contributor to Andrew Mellon’s catalog of alchemical
literature inspired by Jung) writes on alchemy, Debus on Fludd. $16.00
119) Dee, John. A LETTER CONTAINING A MOST BRIEF DISCOURSE…[etc & etc] [Berkeley]: Charles
Stansfield Jones Memorial Library c.1979, stapled booklet, 12pp, a little worn. $15.00
120) Dee, John. THE ENOCHIAN EVOCATION OF DR. JOHN DEE. Edited & Translated by Geoffrey
James. Gilette: Heptangle Books 1983, 1st ed, (copyright 1984), maroon open weave cloth, 204pp, in
chipped and lightly soiled jacket, book fine. Many tables and symbols in the text plus portrait of Dee
before title. Letterpress edition, textually the same as the offset but with rubricated title. Laid in are two
promotional advertisements, one for this book, the other for Agrippa’s Fourth Book. $250.00
121) Dee) French, Peter. - JOHN DEE. The World of an Elizabethan Magus. London: RKP 1972, 1st ed,
cloth & dj, 243pp, 16 plates, cloth a little soiled from handling but the jacket is fine, some plates
detached but all present. Leslie Bigelow’s copy with his extensive and very tiny, difficult to read
marginal notes in pencil, plus some additional material laid-in. Bigelow collected a massive archive of
John Dee material including first editions and photocopies of every single Dee manuscript in the British
Library, plus a wax replica of Dee’s scrying stone as detailed in my catalog 46. It was Peter French along
with Francis Yates and a few others who first brought Dee currency and legitimacy to modern academic
circles. $22.00
122) Descartes). Cole, John R. - THE OLYMPIAN DREAMS AND YOUTHFUL REBELLION OF RENE
DESCARTES. University of Illinois Press 1992, cloth in jacket, 299pp, plus three appendixes, and three
indexes: index of his life, index of historical persons, index of scholars post 1800, two tiny holes in
jacket else fine. Here is an interesting story that has rarely been told, that of the peculiar dream life of
Rene Descartes, a life he recorded in an unpublished work he titled Olympica. In recounting Descartes'
dream notebooks, and attempting an interpretation, John R. Cole, who is a professor of history in Maine,
cobbles together many diverse strands of scholarship, history and biography, including an appendix
titled 'Technical Questions of Rosicrucian Allegories'. This discusses the idea, first postulated by Paul
Arnold in his Historie des Rose-Croix et les Origines de la Franc-Maconnerie (1955), that Descartes'
dream reports were so similar to the Rosicrucian "allegory" in Chymische Hochzeit, that this calls for
further research on the true authorship of both. Published at $35.00. $20.00
123) Dickinson, G. Lowes. - THE GREEK VIEW OF LIFE. London: Methuen 1924 (1896), small 8vo,
publ’s gilt cloth, 250pp plus 8pp of publisher ads, very good copy. Large chapter on mysticism.
Dickinson (1862-1932) was a Cambridge don and pacifist who wrote important papers on
Neoplatonism, who was according to some a “sexual deviant” and foot fetishist. $33.00
124) Dioszegi, Vilmos & Mihaly Hoppal, editors. - FOLK BELIEFS AND SHAMANISTIC TRADITIONS IN
SIBERIA. Selected Reprints. Budapest: Akademiai Kiado 1996 1st ed, sewn in glossy boards, 248pp,
illustrated, vf condition. Volume three in the Bibliotheca Shamanistica series, published under the
auspices of the International Society for Shamanistic Research. A collection of academic papers. Also
published in paperback. $80.00

125) Dioszegi, Vilmos & Mihaly Hoppal, editors. - SHAMANISM IN SIBERIA. Selected Reprints.
Budapest: Akademiai Kiado 1996 1st ed, sewn in glossy boards, 189pp, illustrated, vf condition. Volume
two in the Bibliotheca Shamanistica series, published under the auspices of the International Society for
Shamanistic Research. A collection of academic papers. $80.00
126) Dogen, Hosokawa. - OMORI SOGEN, THE ART OF A ZEN MASTER. London: Kegan Paul
International 1999, boards & dj, 177pp, well illustrated, fine copy. Sogen (1904-1994) was one of the
foremost Rinzai masters of the 20th century. At a young age Sogen was schooled in the Samurai
tradition, especially the disciplines of sword and brush, late in life he became university president and
international figure in the establishment of Zen in the west. The author is Abbott of the Daihonzan
Temple and studied in Sogen’s monastery in Kyoto. Published at $76.95. $22.00
127) Dowson, John. - A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF HINDU MYTHOLOGY AND RELIGION, GEOGRAPHY,
HISTORY, AND LITERATURE. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner 1914, publ’s green cloth, 411pp, vgf condition, Trubner’s Oriental series. Though woefully out of date, this extremely popular reference
work was one of the source books for late Victorians pondering the mysteries of the East, and thus has
value for those interested in that fecund zeitgeist. $28.00
128) Drummond, W. THE OEDIPUS JUDAICUS. London: Reeves & Turner, 1866, new edition revised.
XLV+266pp, 18 B&W illustrations, 17 of which are full-page, 16 of which are zodiacal images. very good
copy in plain recent calf-backed boards, gilt lettered spine. The first edition of 1811 was limited to just
200 copies, this second edition was also issued in a very limited though unknown number of copies and
is even rarer than the 1st ed, (no copies online). Added to this copy, and perhaps all copies a two page
"Addition" which follows the table of contents but is paginated separately (1-2pp). The binding is plain
but strong. Drummond was a Scottish philosopher best known for his influence on Shelley and Hume.
The story of this work, his most controversial, is complicated and best told in Joscelyn Godwin's The
Theosophical Enlightenment and also to a lesser degree in the introduction to the 1986 reprint by
RILKO. The heretical thesis that the Old Testament contains Hermetic and astrological symbolism. The
influence of Kircher here is not to be minimized. $500.00
129) Dyczkowski, Mark S. G. - THE DOCTRINE OF VIBRATION: An Analysis of the Doctrines and
Practices of Kashmir Shaivism. State University of New York 1987, glossy boards, sewn binding, 297pp,
notes, bibliography, and index, mint copy. The author graduated from Banaras Hindu University and
teaches at Sampurnananda Sanskrit University in Varanasi, though the book was written at Oxford
University. A pedantic work, essentially on the Spanda, the vibratory consciousness that pervades the
universe and all living things. $80.00
130) Earl of Rosslyn. – ROSSLYN. Its Chapel, Castle, and Scenic Lore. Kirkcaldy: Dysart & Rosslyn
Estates nd, glued paperback, 67pp, color plates, vg cond. $16.00
131) Ebbutt, M. L. - HERO MYTHS & LEGENDS OF THE BRITISH RACE. NY: Dingwall-Rock nd, c.1918,
handsome gilt lettered green cloth, 374pp, title page rubricated, 51 b&w plates on glossy stock, (color
frontis), Front cover very slightly silverfished, a beautiful copy printed on lovely paper, part of the Hero
Myths and Legends of the British Race series, a popular retelling. $32.00
132) Edwards, David. - DARE TO MAKE MAGIC. London: Rigel Press 1971, 1st ed, cloth & dj, 94pp, a
few illustrations in the text, tiny bits of edgewear to jacket else a fine copy. Kabbalah interpreted by a
ritualist informed by the Golden Dawn. $75.00

133) Eisler, Robert. – ORPHEUS THE FISHER. Comparative Studies in Orphic and Early Christian Cult
Symbolism. Kila: Kessinger 1991 reprint of the rare 1920 Watkins edition, large 8vo, paperback, 302pp
plus unpaginated plate section at back, vf condition. An amateurish photocopy reprint from this
pirateer and ignominious “publisher” of low grade reprints. The original edition is rare, otherwise I
wouldn’t bother. A crucial, scholarly work on the folklore of Jesus and Gnostic Christianity. $16.00
134) Eliade, Mircea. - A HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 19781985, three volumes, paperback, 360+565+489pp, very slight rubbing to one cover else fine. Though
glued, these nice volumes lay flat on the desk. Cheaper sets are still in print at $99.95. $55.00
135) Eliade, Mircea. – HOMO RELIGIOSUS. To Honor Mircea Eliade. Hommage a Mircea Eliade. Selected
Papers from the 12th Congress of the American Romanian Academy of Arts and Sciences…June 20 4–27
1987. Edited by L. M. Arcade, Ion Manea, Elena Stamatescu. NP: American Romanian Academy of Arts
and Science, 1990, first and only edition, sewn paperback, 276pp, fine copy, rare, no copies online.
$240.00
136) Eliade, Mircea. – ORDEAL BY LABYRINTH. Conversations with Claude-Henri Rocquet. Chicago:
Univ of Chicago Press 1982, cloth & dj, 225pp, a few plates, book fine jacket slightly rubbed. With a
detailed chronology and bibliography of works by Eliade and works about him. $20.00
137) Eliade, Mircea. – TRAITE D’HISTOIRE DES RELIGIONS. Preface de Georges Dumezil. Paris: Payot
1949, contemporary plain morocco and marbled boards, 405pp, very fine copy. One of Eliade’s first
major historical works, later published as Patterns in Comparative Religion. $128.00
138) Eliot, Charles. - HINDUISM AND BUDDHISM. An Historical Sketch. London: Edward Arnold 1921
1st ed, three volumes, publ’s blue cloth, 345+513+322pp, a few tiny bumps, one hinge cracked, but a
very good to fine copy, fresh inside. Still in print in India. Eliot was an Oxford man, and there, according
to The Times obituary “he took a double first in classical moderations and Greats, as well as winning the
Craven, Ireland and Hertford scholarships. Remarkably, he also won the Boden Sanskrit Scholarship
and the Houghton Syriac prize. He was a noteworthy linguist, with a full knowledge of 16 languages and
conversant in 20 more.” He was also an expert malacologist and a well known marine biologist. Inprint
in India for decades, the first edition is rare, no good copies online. Each flyleaf has the signature of
Ferdinand Lessing, who held the Agassiz Professorship of Oriental Languages and Literature at the
University of California, Berkeley, whose particular specialty was Tibetan art and language and Lamaist
mythology, iconography and ritual, his findings were published as Yung-ho-kung (1942). $300.00
139) Elkin, A. P. – ABORIGINAL MEN OF HIGH DEGREE. NY: St. Martins 1977, 2nd ed, hardcover & dj,
184pp, a few passages lightly underlined in pencil else vf. $34.00
140) Ellis, William Smith. - THE ANTIQUITIES OF HERALDRY. Collected from the Literature, Coins,
Gems, Vases, and Other Monuments of Pre-Christian and Mediaeval Times; with a Catalogue of Early
Armorial Seals: Tending to Show that Modern Heraldry Embodies or is Derived From the Religious
Symbols, the Military Devices, and the Emblems of the Heathen Deities of Antiquity. London: John
Russell Smith, 1869 1st ed, contemporary red beveled cloth, gilt spine, top gilt, 18 b & w plates and two
in color, some misbound but complete, title page a bit stained, binding rather waterstained with
subsequent wrinkling of spine, periodic waterstaining to text block, occasionally affecting a few plates,
but a solid copy of a well made volume. $150.00

141) Empson, William. – MILTON’S GOD. London: Chatto & Windus 1961 1st ed, cloth & dj, 280pp,
jacket a bit dust-soiled else fine. One of the finest modern discussions regarding the theological aspects
of Milton’s Paradise Lost. “Brilliant and essential” (Harold Bloom). $88.00
142) Evans-Pritchard, E. E. – THE NUER. A Description of the Modes of Livelihood and Political
Institutions of a Nilotic People. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1967 (1940), publ’s blue cloth, 271pp, 29 b&w
photographic plates on glossy stock and 15 text figures and maps, small portion of fly cut-out,
occasional tiny, respectful penciled marginalia and underlinings else vg. The photographs are quite
remarkable. $22.00
143) Father Germanus. [Germanus Ruoppolo]. - THE LIFE OF THE SERVANT OF GOD GEMMA
GALGANI, AN ITALIAN MAIDEN OF LUCCA. Translated by A. M. O’Sullivan, Introduction by Father Aidan
Gasquet. London: Sands & Co, [1913], publishers handsome blue cloth gilt lettered and ruled on spine
and front cover, XXXII+450pp, frontis portrait, small corner of title page torn and corner missing from
margin of page one, a few other trivial defects otherwise a very good copy and nicely printed. An
exhaustive biography with much additional material on her contemporaries. St. Galgani (1878-1903) is
perhaps best known for her stigmata, her conversations with angels, and her unusually rapid
beautification. She is the patron saint of students, and of pharmacists. $65.00
144) Ferguson, John. BIBLIOTHECA CHEMICA: A Catalogue of the Alchemical, Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Books in the Collection of the Late James Young of Kelly and Durris. Glasgow: James
Maclehose, 1906, first edition in cloth (a very small number were in green morocco), heavy quartos,
publisher's light maple-colored polished buckram over boards, gilt lettered spines, raised joints,
XXI+487+598, B&W photogravure frontispieces, manuscripts, additions and corrections to both
volumes at the end of volume II, partly unopened copy, "Printed for private distribution by his family."
Spines trivially faded, inoffensive wrinkle to one spine else a very fine, bright & fresh copy, joints
uncrushed, no foxing, stains, wear, the photogravure portraits are very bright and quite remarkable in
preservation. $1100.00
145) Ficino) Allen, Michael, J. B. - ICASTES. Marsilio Ficino’s Interpretation of Plato’s Sophist. Five
Studies and a Critical Edition with Translation. Berkeley: University of California 1989, cloth with dj,
317pp, fine copy. These five studies take up about 200 pages, including some on demons, magic and the
demiurge. The rest is the Latin text with complete facing English translation. Plato’s Sophist was one of
Ficino’s favorite dialogues. $50.00
146) Ficino) Marcel, Raymond. – MARSILE FICIN. Commentaire sur le Banquet de Platon. Paris: Edition
Les Belles Lettres 1956, cloth, 290pp, frontis and a few plates, vg+ copy. Apparently a later binding,
plain but very sturdy. $40.00
147) Fictuld, Herman, (pseud) AZOTH ET IGNIS: Das ist, das Wahre Elementarische Wasser und Feuer
oder Mercurius Philosophorum, als das einige Nothwendige der Fundamental-Uranfange und
Principiorum des Steins der Weisen. Aureum Vellus, oder Goldenes Vliess, was Dasselbe Sey, Sowohl in
Seinem Ursprunge, als Erhabenen Zustande. Denen Filiis Artis und Liebhabern der Hermetischen
Philosophie Dargelegt, auch dass Darunter die Prima Materia Lapidis Philosophorum, samt Dessen
Praxi Verborgen, Erofnet… Leipzig: Blochberger, good photocopy of the original 1749 publication
bound in faux-leather, raised gilt bands, gilt lettered spine, [2]+379pp, one plate, vg cond. A strongly
bound copy made for Leonard F. Pembroke, alchemist, homeopathic doctor and member of the
Pembroke family of Wiltshire. Many of his photocopies were poorly made but this one is clear and well
done. No reprint has been published (no English translation either) and there are no copies of the

original online. Fictuld (c.1700 - 1777) is the pseudonym of an Hermetic philosopher whose identity is
unknown. All his books are alchemical in nature. He was a leader of the Order of the Golden and Rosy
Cross. Excellent details of his philosophy can be found in Hanegraaff’s Dictionary of Gnosis. $350.00
148) Fletcher, Joann. - CHRONICLE OF A PHARAOH. The Intimate Life of Amenhotep III. NY: Oxford
University Press 2000 1st ed, tall 8vo, cloth & dj, 176pp, profusely illustrated in color and printed on
glossy stock, sewn binding, very fine copy. Part of Oxford’s glitzy campaign to popularize the
archaeology and discoveries in Ancient Egypt. $9.00
149) Fludd) Hutin, Serge. - ROBERT FLUDD 1574-1637. ALCHIMISTE ET PHILOSOPHE ROSICRUCIEN.
Paris: Les Editions de l’omnium Litteraire 1971, sewn wraps, 174pp, 17 plates and text figures, one
corner a bit bumped but fine condition with the book label of famed occult dealer W. N. Schors. $35.00
150) Fontein, Jan & Money L. Hickman. – ZEN PAINTINGS AND CALLIGRAPHY. Boston: Museum of Fine
Arts 1970 1st ed, large 8vo, cloth & dj, 173pp, beautifully illustrated in b & w throughout with a few
color plates, back of jacket slightly torn and dust-darkened else fine condition, a handsome production.
The catalogue of a major exhibition with all kinds of additional material, prefaces and introductions etc.
Many of the works exhibited were lent by temples in Japan and China. Many of the poetic inscriptions
are translated here for the first time into English. $145.00
151) Forman, Werner and Stephen Quirke. - HIEROGLYPHS AND THE AFTERLIFE IN ANCIENT EGYPT.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press 1996, quarto, boards & dj, 192pp printed on coated stock,
lavishly illustrated with color photographs of ancient art and monuments, bibliography, index,
chronological table, and map of ancient Egypt, glossary, etc, mint. Handsome presentation from
Oklahoma. The author is an Egyptologist and Curator of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum.
Published at $39.95. $20.00
152) Forsyth, George H., and Kurt Weitzmann. - THE MONASTERY OF SAINT CATHERINE AT MOUNT
SINAI: The Church and Fortress of Justinian. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press nd, [copyright
1968, preface dated 1965], plate volume, folio, publ's cloth, dj, 20pp plus 198 full page color and b & w
plates, some folding and extending, fine copy. Not to be confused with similarly titled works by
Weitzmann on the icons. Confusingly, the publisher issued this volume of plates first, and announce in
the preface a forthcoming companion volume of more text, part of a projected four volume work, only a
volume of text and plates was issued, in 1973. The text, in two parts, introduces the architecture and
mosaics/decorative, by Forsyth and Weitzmann respectively, with a foreword in Greek by Porphyrios,
then Archbishop of the Sinai Monastery. It should be noted that fine copies of large folios like this are
uncommon thanks to the indignities of transport. $100.00
153) Forte, Robert, editor. – ENTHEOGENS AND THE FUTURE OF RELIGION. SF: Council on Spiritual
Practices 1997, paperback, 181pp, fine condition. $20.00
154) Fortescue, Adrian & J. B. O'Connell. - THE CEREMONIES OF THE ROMAN RITE DESCRIBED.
London: Burns Oates & Washbourne 1934, publisher’s thick black cloth, beveled edges, gilt illustrated
front cover, XXXIII+469pp, 49 plans and diagrams in the text, three silk page markers, fine copy of this
beautifully produced book. The 5th edition, revised and augmented by J. B. O’Connell. Fortescue was
certainly an interesting scholar, and this work is still considered a benchmark of clarity and tradition.
Since he was a gifted artist and calligrapher, one can’t help but wonder if he had a hand in the design of
this book. No good copies online. $180.00

155) Fortune, Dion (pseudonym of Violet Firth). - THE MYSTICAL QABALAH. London: Ernest Benn,
1963 (1935), sixth printing (unchanged from the first), publisher's blue boards with gilt lettered spine
and dust jacket, 311pp, three full-page diagrams at back, a very good copy of this later reprint. $38.00
156) Fortune, Dion. – THE ESOTERIC ORDERS AND THEIR WORK. London: Rider nd, first edition, front
fly gone, another page a bit loose, binding soiled and shaky. A good only copy of the rare first edition.
$30.00
157) Foster, David. - THE PHILOSOPHICAL SCIENTISTS. London: Hurst & Co.1985, 1s ed, boards & dj,
179pp, illustrated, mint copy. A famous technical-philosophic book, scandalous to some, of biology and
cybernetics attempting to disprove evolution and instead prove the existence of God. $12.00
158) Foster, Richard. – PATTERNS OF THOUGHT. The Hidden Meaning of the Great Pavement of
Westminster Abbey. London: Jonathan Cape 1991 1st ed, large 8vo, boards & dj, 184pp, handsomely
illustrated in color and b & w, mint copy. An art historian discovers the geometry and esoteric
symbolism of this rarely seen creation, long hidden till recently. $65.00
159) Foulke, Daniel C. – THE ENTHUSIASTICAL CONCERNS OF DR. HENRY MORE. Religious Meaning
and the Psychology of Delusion. Leiden: Brill 1997, cloth & dj, 257pp, mint copy. Among other unique
attributes of this book is the entertaining analysis of the celebrated intellectual war between Henry
More and Thomas Vaughan which is essential for any understanding of their books. Beware the Amazon
listings which deceptively never mention they are offering POD copies, this is the original, in print at the
publisher for $150.00. $80.00
160) Fowler, W. Warde. - ROMAN IDEAS OF DEITY IN THE LAST CENTURY BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN
ERA. Lectures Delivered in Oxford for the Common University Fund by… London: Macmillan 1914,
publisher’s blue cloth, 167pp, text in fine condition and printed on excellent paper but binding very
worn with library markings. $20.00
161) Fraser, P. M. - PTOLEMAIC ALEXANDRIA. London: Sandpiper Books (in conjunction with Oxford
University Press), 2001 (1972) reprint, three volumes, hardcover with dust jacket, 1116pp plus 155pp
index in separate volume, mint condition. Quality reprint of a famously difficult title to find in the
original. Sandpiper books are facsimiles of rare and out of print OUP books and are bound exactly as
OUP books are now, with OUP’s emblem on the spine and name on title. The definitive history of
Alexandrian life during the Ptolemaic period, i. e. the first 300 years after the founding by Alexander.
$400.00
162) Fremantle, Richard. - GOD AND MONEY. FLORENCE AND THE MEDICI IN THE RENAISSANCE.
Including Cosimo I Uffizi and Its Collections. [Florence] Olschki 1992, small 8vo, sewn wraps with
mounted plate to cover, 69pp plus 70 full page plates on glossy stock, fine. In spite of the title, this is not
so much an economic study as a handsomely illustrated general overview of the period. $10.00
163) Fulcanelli. – LES DEMEURES PHILOSOPHALES, et le Symbolisme Hermetique dans ses Rapports
avec L’art Sacre et L’esoterisme du Grand Oeuve. Troisieme Edition Augmentee avec trois Prefaces de
Eugene Canseliet… Paris: Pauvert 1964, two volumes, stiff folding glossy wraps, sewn signatures,
468+387pp, 45 plates and text figures, title page rubricated, white covers a bit soiled from handling, a
tight copy. This is a high-quality edition with sewn signatures printed on excellent paper with good
reproductions of the plates. Even in the first edition the plates are not particularly well reproduced. In
1999 Archive Press issued a fine English translation (with good reproduction of the plates) and while

there have been many French language reprints, of the ones I’ve seen the plates are poorly reproduced.
$70.00
164) Gaafar, M. M. – PALMASTRA. Simplified System of Prediction and Divination Based on Palmistry
Combined with Astrology Without Calculations. Bombay: Taraporevala & Sons 1973, 6th printing, small
thin quarto, boards with dilapidated dust jacket, 140pp, profusely illustrated with full-page plates on
glossy stock and text figures throughout, last page miss-folded and creased otherwise vg. A detailed and
very scarce work meticulously examining in 12 chapters the hands of each astrological sign. $85.00
165) Gandhi) Ashe, Geoffrey. - GANDHI. New York: Stein and Day 1968, large octavo, cloth with
dj, 404pp, 18 illustrations, mostly B&W photographs, bibliography, and index, jacket a little torn and
four small marks from tape residue. Ashe, known for his many books on Arthurian and Celtic history
gives a complete history and biography, passionate is his love of Gandhi and what he stood for, yet
critical of the many failures, failures of the heart and failures of the political Gandhi. $24.00
166) Gardiner, Alan. - EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR. Being an Introduction to the Study of Egyptian
Hieroglyphs. London & Oxford: Ashmolean Museum and OUP 1957, third edition, large heavy quarto,
publ’s blue polished cloth, 646pp, frontis, some faint water staining to front cover o/w a vg copy. Still a
standard work. $55.00
167) Gardiner, Alan. – EGYPT OF THE PHARAOHS. An Introduction. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1961, 1st
ed 1st printing, large heavy 8vo, publ’s green buckram, 461pp printed on coated stock, 22 plates, 17 text
figures, three maps, fine in worn jacket. $77.00
168) Geber). IN HOC DE ALCHEMIA. Modern photocopy of the Nuremberg 1541 edition, thick short
8vo, recent brown fabrikoid, gilt lettered and ribbed spine, sprinkled edges, 373pp plus unnumbered
2pp index leaf, unopened, complete and in very fine condition. An extremely high-quality photocopy
done on thick archival paper, all the beautiful plates expertly reproduced. Made for Leonard F.
Pembroke, from a copy in the British Library, with his tiny library label on the foot of the spine. In spite
of its importance, it would appear that this work has never been published since. $100.00
169) Geley, Gustave. - CLAIRVOYANCE AND MATERIALIZATION. A Record of Experiments. NY: George
H. Doran 1927 1st ed, large 8vo, publ’s green cloth, 401pp, 51 plates on glossy stock, spine ends just
beginning to fray a bit else a very good to fine copy. First published in Paris in 1924, this is the
extraordinary record of experiments he conducted shortly before his death in a plane crash. For those
with a fascination for ectoplasmic materialization this will prove to be a wonder, and for this subject
Geley’s only rival is Schrenk-Notzing, but unlike that work, Geley’s experiments were fraught with
allegations of trickery, supposedly perpetrated by his subjects. See the entry in Melton’s Encyclopedia of
Occultism and Parapsychology and note in Crabtree No.1864. $135.00
170) George, Leonard. - CRIMES OF PERCEPTION: An Encyclopedia of Heresies and Heretics. Paragon
House 1995, large octavo, hardcover with dj, 358pp, fine copy. Entries organized by topic with
suggestions for further reading and periodicals on alternative-reality traditions for each subject.
Detailed biographies of hundreds and hundreds of spiritual, religious and philosophical outsiders from
the most ancient times up through the renaissance. $10.00
171) Gillipsie, Charles Coulston & Dewachter, Michael. - MONUMENTS OF EGYPT. THE NAPOLEONIC
EDITION. Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press, 1987, heavy quarto, two volumes in slipcase, cloth &
dj, erratic pagination but about 400pp total with 421 plates, many folding, 31 in color, plus 46pp of text

in volume two which is devoted to the folding and extending plates, very fine copy. A complete
reproduction of the famed work begun in 1809 and printed in 23 mammoth elephant folios, the fruits of
400 engravers and 160 scholars. $150.00
172) Gimbutas, Marija. – THE LIVING GODDESSES. Edited by M. R. Dexter. Berkeley: University of
California Press 1999 1st ed, large 8vo, cloth & dj, 286pp, line drawings throughout, mint copy.
“Spellbinding.” (Kees Bolle, jacket blurb), “Erroneous” (Morris Berman, The Wandering God). $60.00
173) Ginzburg, Carlo. - ECSTASIES: Deciphering the Witches' Sabbath. NY:
Books 1991, cloth with dj, 339pp, fine condition. Massive notes for each chapter. $18.00

Pantheon

174) Ginzburg, Carlo. - THE CHEESE AND THE WORMS: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller.
London: Routledge 1980 1st ed, cloth & dj, XXVII+177pp, B&W illustrations, notes and index of names,
fine in sl worn dj. A lively and ingenious reconstruction of the intellectual world of a sixteenth-century
miller who lived in a remote Friulian village, a reconstruction made possible by the meticulous records
kept by the Roman Holy Office of the Inquisition, which charged him with heresy. The resultant trial,
here stripped down to the most interesting parts, delineates the miller’s religious, folk, and spiritual
beliefs, especially astrology and cosmology. $65.00
175) Ginzburg, Carlo. - THE NIGHT BATTLES: Witchcraft and Agrarian Cults in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries. Foreword by Eric Hobsbawn. London: Routledge 1983 1st ed, cloth & dj,
XXII+209pp, notes, index of names, and appendix, tiny tear in dj else fine. The agrarian cults referred to
are the ‘good walkers’, a body of men chosen from those born with ‘the caul’, men who fell into a trance
or deep sleep on certain nights of the year while their souls (sometimes in the form of small animals)
left their bodies to do battle for the fate of the season’s crops, armed with stalks of fennel, against
analogous companies of male witches. Of particular value to students of the Inquisition, and to fans of
Margaret Murray, since the folk-religious traditions of Europe are lucidly detailed here. $55.00
176) Glacken, Clarence J. - TRACES ON THE RHODIAN SHORE: Nature and Culture in Western Thought
from Ancient Times to the End of the Eighteenth Century. Berkeley: University of California 1967 1st
printing of the 1st (and only) edition, large heavy 8vo, cloth & dj, XXVII+763pp, bibliography, and index,
jacket a bit dust soiled but a fine copy. Glacken 1909-1989 is widely regarded as a pioneer, and this, his
magnum opus, is one of the great scholarly monuments in the field now known as environmental
history. It would be impossible to responsibly study the history of man’s relationship with nature and
not closely ponder this massive work: Egyptian, Greek, Christian and modern concepts are fully
explored. Would make a fine companion to Keith Thomas’ Man and the Natural World. Very scarce, no
copies online, (paperbacks aplenty). $240.00
177) Godwin, Joscelyn. - THE THEOSOPHICAL ENLIGHTENMENT. NY: State University of New York
1994 1st ed, sewn glossy boards, 480pp, many rare photographic portraits, mint copy. A landmark
history of occult and esoteric philosophy, that is theosophy in its widest definition, and not Blavatskian
Theosophy (though that is covered in some depth as well). There are now many surveys of the esoteric
underground in philosophy, but Godwin’s focus is the 18th and 19th centuries and in so doing he is able
to completely examine every significant personality, circle, and school of this bountiful period, from
leading Spiritualists to radical Masons to phallic mythographers, with much on Boehme and his circle.
This essential book is the mature fruit of years spent laboring in the vineyards of Europe's greatest
libraries. Godwin is a genius at blending the deepest academic knowledge with a personal sympathy for
the material that brings it alive in highly interesting ways instead of the depressing cold ignorance that
mars most scholarly examinations of the esoteric and occult. Paperback edition is glued. $150.00

178) Godwin, Joscelyn. – THE SPIRIT HOUSE, OR BROWN’S FREE HALL IN GEORGETOWN, NEW YORK.
Hamilton: Upstate Institute 2011, stapled wraps, 48pp, printed on excellent paper and well illustrated,
one of 350 signed & numbered copies, mint condition. Godwin traces the full and untold history of the
‘Spirit House’ of Timothy G. Brown, the design of which was given to Brown through the spirit world.
Interested in Hermetic geometry and design? Here is Spiritist architecture. $30.00
179) Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. - FROM MY LIFE, POETRY AND TRUTH, PARTS ONE TO THREE.
Translated by Robert Heitner, Introduction by Thomas P. Saine. NY: Suhrkamp 1987, heavy 8vo, cloth &
dj. Sold with: Goethe - FROM MY LIFE, POETRY AND TRUTH, PART FOUR CAMPAIGN IN FRANCE 1792.
SIEGE OF MAINZ, as above, 800pp for both (continuous pagination), fine copies, his complete
autobiography constituting volumes four and five of the definitive twelve volume Suhrkamp edition of
Goethe’s works. Also published by Princeton University Press, both editions are scarce and basically
unobtainable on the Almighty Internet. $165.00
180) Goethe) Bergstraesser, Arnold. – GOETHE’S IMAGE OF MAN AND SOCIETY. Chicago: Henry
Regnery 1949, publ’s cloth, 361pp, portrait frontis, very full notes, bibliography and index, vg-f
condition. A wide philosophical study. The author (1896-1964), is best known for his voluminous works
in German, this is apparently his only English language book. He was a follower of Eric Voegelin and an
important political theorist in post-war Germany. $12.00
181) Goethe) Magnus, Rudolf. - GOETHE AS A SCIENTIST. Foreword by Gunther Schmid. NY: Henry
Schuman 1949, cloth in neatly repaired jacket, front hinge cracked and strained, jacket a bit rubbed. A
volume in The Life of Science Library series which included Sherwood Taylor’s The Alchemists. Though
not a scholarly or technical study it is useful for those interested in his botanical studies, his theories of
color and his writings on mineralogy, and thankfully untainted by modernist drivel that infects Goethe
studies today. Translated from the German edition first published in 1906. $28.00
182) Goethe) McLean, Adam, editor. - GOETHE’S FAIRYTALE OF THE GREEN SNAKE AND THE
BEAUTIFUL LILY. Translated from the Original by Donald MacLean with Commentary by Adam McLean.
Grand Rapids: Phanes 1993, gilt lettered cloth, 86pp, B&W frontispiece, a very fine copy. Magnum Opus
Hermetic Sourceworks series, no.14. ‘The Green Snake and the Lady’ and the hidden language of alchemy
is examined here. $45.00
183) Gooch, Stan. – THE PARANORMAL. NY: Harper & Row 1978 1st ed, cloth-backed boards & dj,
313pp, pages browning a bit due to acidic paper else vg copy. $22.00
184) Goodenough, Erwin R. - JEWISH SYMBOLS IN THE GRECO-ROMAN PERIOD. NY: Pantheon
(Princeton UP for volume 13), and the Bollingen Foundation 1953-1968, 13 volumes, quarto, publ’s two
piece cloth binding, ex-Bancroft Library, all edges stamped, call numbers, bar codes—the complete
insult, some wear and scuffing to covers, lacking jackets and cardboard slipcases else vg, Bollingen series
XXXVII. Each volume is devoted to a major topic, and volumes 2, 11, 12 & 13 devoted entirely to plates
(some folding) and maps. One of the monuments of the Bollingen Foundation, nicely bound in
contrasting blue and black gilt cloth, hundreds of plates, long out of print, volume 13 is often lacking as
it was published later. $220.00
185) Gordon, Cyrus H. - FORGOTTEN SCRIPTS. NY: Basic Books 1982 2nd ed, cloth & dj, 226pp, text
figures mainly illustrating ancient alphabets, fine copy. See Cohane above. $14.00

186) Gordon, Cyrus H. - RIDDLES IN HISTORY. London: Arthur Baker and Weidenfeld & Nicholson
1974, cloth & dj, 188pp, a few plates and numerous text figures illustrating ancient alphabets, fine
condition. Hard evidence showing how Vikings discovered America well before Columbus, and hints to
even earlier contacts. $12.00
187) Gray, John. - STRAW DOGS. Thoughts on Humans and Other Animals. Granta Books 2002 1st ed,
hardcover with dust jacket, 246pp, mint copy. A fascinating tour through philosophy and religion (but
mostly philosophy) both ancient and modern, exposing the myth that humans are different in some
fundamental way from animals. Gray writes from the perspective of a modern philosopher who cannot
ignore the horrendous effect humans have had on the animal world, (most notably the mass extinction
and factory farming). He believes it is incumbent upon any thinking feeling person to be fully aware of
this. Long discussions of Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Lao Tzu, Socrates, Heidegger, Wittgenstein,
Foucault, Daoism, Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, and shorter discussions of many modern writers such as
Bruce Chatwin and E. O. Wilson. At the end of the volume Gray offers something I am always amazed
more writers don't provide: an annotated guide to the books and authors that have influenced his
thinking, over 30 pages worth. Why don't more philosophers and thinkers do this? $40.00
188) Green, Miranda J. - THE WORLD OF THE DRUIDS. London: Thames & Hudson 1997, hardbound in
jacket, small quarto, profusely illustrated. Green, now known as Miranda Jane Aldhouse-Green is a
respected archaeologist and one time president of The Prehistoric Society, thus the book is devoid of
the silly speculation that mars so many others. $12.00
189) Grimwade, A. G., et al, editor. – TREASURES OF A LONDON TEMPLE. A Descriptive Catalog of the
Ritual Plate, Mantels, and Furniture of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ Synagogue in Brevis Marks.
London: Taylor’s Foreign Press 1951 1st ed, tall 8vo, publ’s blue cloth, XII+68pp of text plus 20 full page
b & w plates at back, plus index and bibliography, corrigenda bound-in, article from the Jewish Chronicle
laid-in, small spot on cover, spine lettering dull else fine, from the library of the painter R. B. Kitaj, nicely
printed by the Latin Press St. Ives. 89 objects described in great detail and with notes to plates. $75.00
190) Guenon, Rene. - MAN AND HIS BECOMING ACCORDING TO THE VEDANTA. Translated by Charles
Whitby. London: Rider [1928], 1st ed in English, publ’s brown cloth, 267pp, lovely copy with gilt bright,
clean and crisp. In 1945 another translation by Richard C. Nicholson was issued by Luzac. $240.00
191) Gupte, Ramesh Shankar and B. D. Mahajan. – AJANTA, ELLORA AND AURANGABAD CAVES.
Bombay: Taraporevala 1962 1st ed, quarto, publ’s green fabrikoid, XX+288pp, 150 illustrations on
glossy stock, many full page, some in color with glassine guards, vg-f copy with the signature of the
Buddhist scholar Joanna Macy on the front flyleaf. These temple-caves are best known for their erotic
iconography. $70.00
192) Gurdjieff) Driscoll, J. Walter. – GURDJIEFF AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. NY: Garland 1985,
stout blue buckram, 363pp, very good copy, introduction by Michel de Salzmann. 1,727 titles carefully
described with extremely useful annotations, a rare marvel of bibliography devoted to the subject of
esoteric philosophy. $128.00
193) Gurdjieff] Pauwels, Louis. - GURDJIEFF. NY: Weiser 1972 paperback, first published in 1954 and
first translated into English and published by the Times Press in 1964, 456pp, with two photographs of
Gurdjieff and 70 plates with paintings by Labisse, Ferro, and Rohner. Easily one of the strangest
treatments of Gurdjieff ever penned. $18.00

194) Guthrie, W. K. C. - ORPHEUS AND GREEK RELIGION, A STUDY OF THE ORPHIC MOVEMENT.
London: Methuen 1952, 2nd edition revised, publ’s cloth, 291pp, frontis and 15 plates and 19 text
figures, with seven pages of penciled notes by David Fideler laid in, spine dull and cocked, front cover a
bit bubbled else vg. $45.00
195) Guthrie, W. K. C. – A HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Volume I The Earlier Presocratics and the
Pythagoreans. Cambridge CUP 1962, 1st printing of the 1st edition, polished green gilt cloth with gold
coin device to front cover, 538pp, fine copy in a fine dj of this handsome volume. Sold with: Guthrie. – A
HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Volume II The Presocratic Tradition From Parmenides to
Democritus. CUP 1965, 1st ed, 1st printing, as above but jacket a tiny bit edgeworn. Sold with: Guthrie.
– A HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Volume III The Fifth-Century Enlightenment CUP 1969 1st ed, as
above, 543pp, fine copy. $320.00
196) Haggard) Cohen, Morton. – RIDER HAGGARD, HIS LIFE AND WORKS. London: Hutchinson 1960,
cloth & dj, 327pp, five pages of plates including portrait frontis, attractive dust jacket slightly chipped
and a little marred by a smallish stain, otherwise fine copy. $24.00
197) Hall, Manly P. ORDERS OF THE GREAT WORK: ALCHEMY. Philosophical Research Society 1976
2nd (1949), cloth with dj, 107pp, 14 B&W symbolic illustrations, including “the solar and lunar
principles united by the philosophical fire,” and one illustrating “an anonymous adept and the crippled
figure of time as the ancient gardener in the orchard of alchemy”, along with portraits of “true adepts”:
Roger Bacon, Nicholas Flamel, Basil Valentine, Paracelsus, Henry Khunrath, and Johann Baptista Van
Helmont. $40.00
198) Hall, Manly P. - ORDERS OF UNIVERSAL REFORMATION: UTOPIAS. LA: Philosophical Research
Society 1949, small 8vo, cloth & dj, 102pp, illustrations, and notes, fine condition. Hidebound scholars
will be aghast by the lack of footnotes or bibliography, but the late Manly Hall was a different scholar
altogether, he lived and breathed his work. Once a week for almost 40 years he lectured in Los Angeles,
without prepared notes, from his vast memory gleaned from one of the greatest esoteric libraries in the
world, a library he founded and built up almost single-handedly. The utopias refereed to here are
mainly Rosicrucian, Christian, and Freemasonic. $40.00
199) Hall, Manly P. - THE ROSICRUCIANS AND MAGISTER CHRISTOPH SCHLEGEL: Hermetic Roots of
America. With Supplements by A. Russell Slagle and Donald C. Kerr. LA: Philosophical Research Society
1986, hardback in dj, 250pp, 27 b & w illustrations, portraits, engravings, woodcuts, and title pages,
mint copy, with Slagel’s autographed presentation inscription on the front fly. The life of this utopianRosicrucian forms a little known chapter in American occult history. $35.00
200) Halliwell, James Orchard. – A DICTIONARY OF ARCHAIC AND PROVINCIAL WORDS. Obsolete
Phrases, Proverbs, and Ancient Customs, from the Fourteenth Century. London: John Russell Smith
1887, two volumes, contemporary diced cloth, paper spine labels (chipped and defective),
XXXVI+960pp, hinges cracked or cracking otherwise a very good copy of this the tenth edition, first
published in 1847. Halliwell provides the definitions, and frequently the origins, of thousands of words,
usually giving an example of usage in the style of the OED, quoting from such sources as Ashmole’s
Theatrum Chemicum, Sloane MSS, Harleian MSS, and many classics of Old English literature. The
citations are for the most part short, shorter than those in Brewer’s, but providing many more words.
Very scarce. $115.00

201) Harpur, Patrick. - DAIMONIC REALITY: A Field Guide to the Underworld. Viking Arcana 1994 1st
ed, hardcover & dj, 330pp, plates, fine copy. Harpur casts his net wide over phenomena areas
esotericists are no more comfortable with than scientists: UFO contacts and abductions; crop circles;
cattle mutilations; stigmata; visions of the Virgin Mary; the “phantom menagerie” of Bigfoot, Yeti, black
dogs and lake monsters; Men in Black, the Gray Aliens, and the myth of satanic child abuse. He follows
Jung in seeing these phenomena as psychologically real and mythically significant, fully worth the
attention of the best philosophical minds. To explain them, he draws on the Neoplatonic cosmology, in
which the daimonic realm is intermediate between earth and the gods. As in ancient times, it
occasionally breaks through into the physical world, with disconcerting results. $45.00
202) Harpur, Patrick. – MERCURIUS OR THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND EARTH. Edited with an
Introduction by … London: Macmillan 1990, boards & dj, 478pp, occasional text figures, printed on crap
paper now browning, but redeemed by the wonderful dust jacket. Apparently never published in
hardcover in the United States. $50.00
203) Harris, R. Blaine, Editor. - NEOPLATONISM AND INDIAN THOUGHT. [New Delhi:] Sri Satguru
Publications 1992 (1982), cloth and jacket, 353pp, sewn, mostly fine condition. Chapters by A. H.
Armstrong, John J. O’Meara, R. T. Wallis, John Boreli, and a number of Indian authors. $44.00
204) Harrison, Jane Ellen. – THEMIS. A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion. Cleveland: World
Publishing Company 1962 (1927) reprint of the 2nd ed, sewn paperback, 559pp, b&w text illustrations
throughout, covers a bit rubbed, vg-fine copy. A massive work that is still used today at Cambridge
where she taught. $14.00
205) Harrison, Jane Ellen. EPILEGOMENA TO THE STUDY OF GREEK RELIGION, AND THEMIS, A STUDY
OF THE SOCIAL ORIGINS OF GREEK RELIGION. [Two titles bound in one volume]. New Hyde Park:
University Books 1962 reprint, large 8vo, gilt decorated two-piece cloth, 600pp, a few pages have tiny
neat pencil marginalia, and a few other pages are slightly wavy from damp, otherwise a very fine copy
of this large and well-made book. Themis is taken from the second edition of 1927 which was greatly
expanded. This collected edition has a new introduction by John C Wilson. $32.00
206) Harrison, Peter D. - THE LORDS OF TIKAL. Rulers of an Ancient Maya City. London: Thames &
Hudson, 1999, large 8vo, hardcover in dj, 208pp, with 140 illustrations, 13 in color, vf copy. Published at
$60.00. The author is an archeologist at The University of New Mexico. Gorgeously illustrated in the
conservative and restrained elegance that T & H is so justly famous for. $40.00
207) Heindel, Max. - MYSTERIES OF THE GREAT OPERAS. Faust, Parsifal, Tannhauser, Lohengrin.
Oceanside: Rosicrucian Fellowship 1975 (1921) paperback, 175pp, binding cracked else vg-f. $10.00
208) Heiron, Arthur. – ANCIENT FREEMASONRY AND THE OLD DUNDEE LODGE, No.18. London:
Kenning & Son 1921, 2nd ed, handsome gilt lettered cloth, 315pp, color frontis and c.75 full page plates
on coated stock, nice copy. $130.00
209) Heninger, S. K. – THE COSMOGRAPHICAL GLASS. Renaissance Diagrams of the Universe. San
Marino: Huntington Library 1977 1st ed, quarto, cloth & dj, 209pp, 117 plates and text illustrations,
jacket a touch sun-faded but a fine copy. One of my favorite books. $110.00
210) Herbert of Cherbury. - THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF EDWARD, LORD HERBERT OF CHERBURY. With
Introduction, Notes, Appendices, and a Continuation of the Life, by Sidney Lee. London: Routledge

[1906], (1st was 1886), publ’s fine red ribbed cloth, XLI+214pp, frontispiece portrait, a very nice copy.
Guenon among many others has expressed his debt to Cherbury, this is a verbatim re-issue of the 1886
edition with the addition of a new introduction and a one page bibliographic delineation of the
complicated history of this book $85.00
211) Herbert of Cherbury. – THE LIFE OF EDWARD LORD HERBERT, OF CHERBURY. Edinburgh:
Ballantyne & Co 1809, somewhat later polished calf, gilt edged covers and lovely gilt ribbed spine,
XVI+XXXVI+281pp plus three blanks, engraved frontis, fine condition, the title and famed frontis (of
Herbert reclining in a forest) are bright with deep impressions of the type. With a prefatory dedication
by Horace Walpole who edited the text, nice edition. $280.00
212) Herbert of Cherbury) Bedford, R.D. - THE DEFENSE OF TRUTH: Herbert of Cherbury and the
Seventeenth Century. Manchester University Press 1979, cloth with dj 271pp, notes, bibliography, and
index, vf. $18.00
213) Herbert, Jean. – SHINTO, AT THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF JAPAN. Preface by Marquis Yukitada Sasaki.
London: George Allen and Unwin 1967 1st ed, large 8vo, hardcover with dj, 622pp, many woodcuts and
line-drawings in the text, front fly neatly removed, a fine copy of this lovely book which dates from the
publisher’s golden years of book design. Herbert’s work was the first major study and forms a
comprehensive survey of Shinto, its history and internal organization, its gods and mythology, its
temples and priests, the metaphysics, and especially the mystical and spiritual disciplines. Reviewed at
length in the Journal of the American Academy of Religion, Vol 36, No.1 and in Studies in Comparative
Religion, Vol. 1, No.4, where Herbert was taken to task for being too sympathetic to Shinto and over
relying on the priests themselves. Yet to date it remains one of the few large histories. Good copies are
scarce. $140.00
214) HERMETIC JOURNAL. Edited by Adam Mclean. Edinburgh & Oxford 1978-1989. An almost
complete set from issue No.1,1978, to the 1989 annual, a mixed run in different bindings, issues 1-2,
and 19-26 in McLean’s paperback reprints (c.1988 and containing all the ads), issues 7-8, 12, 13, 16, 17,
20, 29-42 all bound together in three cloth volumes (by McLean?) (including covers and ads), plainly
bound but sturdily smyth-sewn, issues 3-6, 9, 14, 15, 18, 27, 28 are present in the original stapled
wrappers as first issued, and the “1989” issue is in paperback (as first issued), thus a complete run save
for No’s 10-11. Each issue averages 44pp. There were three further yearly annuals with the last
published in 1992. The entire run can be had from Adam on a CD-ROM for $32.00 but I rather like this
assemblage, you get some original issues, some of his paperback reprints, and three cloth volumes
bound c.1980s. The lettering is a little loose and falling away on one cloth volume and foredges of two
paperbacks are soiled else fine condition throughout. $2000.00
215) HERMETIC JOURNAL. Edited by Adam Mclean. Oxford: McLean 1989, glued paperback, 164pp,
fine copy. Articles by Charles Upton, Ron Heisler, Rafal Prinke, and Robin Waterfield. No copies online.
$90.00
216) Herodotus. – THE HISTORY. Translated by Donald Grene. Chicago: Univ of Chicago Press 1987,
thick 8vo, decorated boards with dj, 699pp, mint unread copy. Grene’s translation was widely reviewed
as “monumental” and the most readable translation to date. $38.00
217) Heseltine, G. C., editor. - THE KALENDAR & COMPOST OF SHEPHERDS. From the Original Edition
Published by Guy Marchant in Paris in the Year 1493 and Translated into English c.1518, Then Newly
Edited for the Year 1931. London: Peter Davies, 1930, 1st ed as such, tall 8vo, bound in publ’s thick

linen with remains of dj laid in, 175pp, well printed and finely illustrated with old woodcuts and full
page plates, nice copy. This is the original text translated from the Paris edition of 1493 with spelling
modernized. One of the first books written for the common reader. Among its concerns are health,
astrology and physiognomy. $60.00
218) Hirst, Desiree. - HIDDEN RICHES. Traditional Symbolism from the Renaissance to Blake. NY
Barnes & Noble and London: Eyre & Spottiswoode 1964, boards & dj, 348pp, eight plates, jacket a bit
edge-worn else fine cond. Outstanding, pioneering history published in the same year as Frances Yates’
Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition. Yates’ book became well known but for some reason this
beauty has been unfairly forgotten. Her focus leans toward the Christian circles, with important
material on Blake, Boehme, Law, Pordage, Swedenborg, and the English Hermetic scene. It was here I
first learned of the Dutch philosophical circle, ‘The Pratum’, i.e. ‘the meadow of ideas.” I doubt my
Norwegian grandfather knew anything of this when he emigrated to the United States and adopted as
his surname the name of the work-farm he grew up on. $50.00
219) Hoffding, Harald. - A HISTORY OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY: A Sketch of the History of Philosophy
From the Close of the Renaissance to Our Own Day. Translated from the German Edition by B. E. Meyer.
London: Macmillan and Co 1935 (1900), two volumes, publ’s nice red gilt cloth, 532+600pp, clipping of
Dr Hoffding's obituary from The Manchester Guardian tipped to ep, old bookplate on each flyleaf,
otherwise fine condition, bright and fresh. Another massive history of philosophy now superseded and
forgotten, yet still interesting. According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th edition, Hoffding (b.
Copenhagen 1843-1931), was heavily influenced by Kierkegaard and a well known figure in Danish
academic circles who counted Niels Bohr as a lifelong friend. The first volume has quite a bit on Bruno,
Campanella, Bacon, Descartes, Spinoza, Berkeley, the second volume mainly covers the Romantics and
the Positivists. $55.00
220) Hogart, R. C, editor and translator. - THE HYMNS OF ORPHEUS. Foreword by Kenneth Atchity.
Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1993, 1st ed, handsome gilt lettered & decorated cloth, 184pp, frontis, mint
copy, low price. In his preface Hogart, who edited Alchemy, A Comprehensive Bibliography of the Manly P
Hall Collection, explains in his unique introduction the confounding mystery of who exactly Orpheus
was, if he existed at all, and the many scholarly and poetic attempts throughout history to interpret
these hymns. Cloth edition scarce, glued paperback not hard to find. Low price. $36.00
221) Holbein. – HOLBEIN’S DANCE OF DEATH AND BIBLE WOODCUTS. [NY:] Sylvan Press 1947, small
quarto, publ’s thick black fabrikoid printed in green, 150pp, plates and woodcuts on almost every page,
small bookplate and a few minor inscriptions on front flyleaf otherwise a fine copy, “large paper copy”
one of 1499 numbered copies this is a fairly ordinary edition though superior to many of the cheap
reprints. $44.00
222) Holiday, Ted & Colin Wilson. – THE GOBLIN UNIVERSE. London: Xanadu Publications 1986 1st ed,
boards & dj, 248pp, pages browning a bit thanks to the acidic paper else vg-f copy, one of Wilson’s more
elusive titles, scarce. $75.00
223) Horner, I.B. - WOMEN UNDER PRIMITIVE BUDDHISM: Laywomen and Almswomen. Introduction
by C. A. F. Rhys Davids. London: George Routledge & Sons 1930, 1st ed, publ’s green cloth, 391pp. six
plates, fine condition. Isaline Blew Horner (1896-1981) was president of the Pali Text Society and
author of many books who received the OBE from the Queen for her voluminous scholarly contributions
to the history of early Buddhism. She was the lover of Eliza Marian Butler, another great scholar famed

for her trilogy on ritual magic which includes The Myth of the Magus (1947) and Ritual Magic (1949)
both published by Cambridge University Press. $45.00
224) Houlihan, Patrick F. - THE ANIMAL WORLD OF THE PHARAOHS. London: Thames and Hudson
1996, quarto, hardcover with dj, 245pp on coated stock, 153 B&W figures and 35 color plates plus map,
notes, bibliography, indexes, and chronology, fine copy. Beautiful art book from Thames & Hudson, one
of the last few publishers who knows how to do it. Much on Egyptian religion and mythology. $16.00
225) Hurry, Jamieson B. – IMHOTEP. The Vizier and Physician of King Zoser and Afterwards The God of
Egyptian Medicine. OUP & Humphrey Milford 1926, first edition, polished blue cloth with gilt portrait of
Hermes on the front cover, 118pp printed on thick laid paper, frontis plus 16 plates on coated stock, a
few marks to cloth but fine, autographed, “P. C. Varriers-Jones with the author’s compliments” on front
fly, name stamp of Dr. F. B. Lorch on pastedown. Sir Pendrill Charles Varrier-Jones created Papworth
Village Settlement, an industrial colony for the treatment and rehabilitation of tuberculosis patients,
later a hub for the first non-beating heart transplants, Dr. Lorch was a book collector whose library was
partly documented and published in 1951. Hurry writes from a medical perspective. He dedicated the
book to Imhotep. There is a new reprint that is easily available, this first edition is very scarce. $110.00
226) Huxley, Aldous. – GREY EMINENCE. A Study in Religion and Politics. London: Chatto & Windus
1941, publ’s cloth, 278pp, frontis and seven plates on coated stock, binding darkened and dust soiled
and a little marked, spine lettering dull, good copy $30.00
227) Huxley, Julian, editor. - THE HUMANIST FRAME. London: Allen & Unwin 1961, tall 8vo, 432pp,
fine green cloth & dj, foredge very slightly soiled, four small remains of tape to dust jacket flaps
otherwise nice condition. A comprehensive collection of texts on the idea of humanism during this
period. Many authors including Aldus Huxley and O. L Reiser. $16.00
228) Hypnerotomachia) THE HYPNEROTOMACHIA : or Dream of Poliphilus, Volume One. Edited by
Adam McLean. Edinburgh: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks 1986, sewn wraps, 157pp, numerous
B&W engravings and woodcuts, Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks, Number 21. With the publication
of the Godwin edition (IP at $34.95) the text here has been rendered superfluous, except for the eight
page commentary by McLean. $15.00
229) I Ching) DAODEJING. Making This Life Significant. A Philosophical Translation by Roger T. Ames
and David L. Hall. NY: Ballantine 2003, boards & dj, sewn, 141pp, vf. Chinese text with English
translation and extensive commentary by these two China scholars. $30.00
230) I Ching) Govinda, Lama Anagarika. - THE INNER STRUCTURE OF THE I CHING: The Book of
Transformations. Preface by Zentatsu Baker-Roshi. Introduction by John Blofeld. Calligraphy by Al
Chung-Liang Huang. Tokyo: Wheelright Press & Weatherhill 1981, 1st ed, quarto, cloth & dj, 202pp, six
wood-block prints, six color plates plus numerous graphs, charts and diagrams, (some rubricated in a
wonderful style), text notes at end, fine copy. The penultimate chapter examines at length the
relationship between Buddhism and the I Ching. An extraordinary monograph, unparalleled in the
corpus of I Ching studies. Born Ernest Lothar Hoffman in Germany, Govinda at a young age became a
renunciate who later met with Jean Gebser, Alan Watts and Roberto Assagioli. He eventually settled in
San Francisco where I occasionally heard whispers of his presence when I meditated at the SF Zen
Center. He died age 98, allegedly laughing. Of his many remarkable books he said this was his finest.
$60.00

231) I Ching) Jou, Tsung Hwa. – THE TAO OF I CHING, WAY TO DIVINATION. [Taiwan:] Tai Chi
Foundation 1984, publ’s red cloth with heavy gilt lettering to both covers and spine and publ’s acetate
jacket, 409pp, illustrated throughout, vg. A very full treatment with extensive commentary on methods,
history, astrology, and mantic arts of the Taoists priests. Jou (1917-1998) was a Tai Chi Grandmaster
and something of a legend who died in a car crash after authoring many books on Daoism, this appears
to be his only book on the I Ching. $26.00
232) Iversen, Erik. - THE MYTH OF EGYPT AND ITS HIEROGLYPHS IN EUROPEAN TRADITION.
Copenhagen: Gec Gad Publishers 1961 1st ed, quarto, sewn wraps with color dust jacket, 177pp printed
on heavy stock, 24 plates on coated stock, wraps rather edge-chipped, sewing a bit strained. Handsome
and impressive presentation unlike the small octavo edition later published by Bollingen (which is
textually unchanged except for a short new preface). $70.00
233) James, E. O. – CREATION AND COSMOLOGY. An Historical and Comparative Inquiry. Leiden: E. J.
Brill 1969, cloth & dj, 146pp, mint copy. $210.00
234) James, E. O. – THE BEGINNINGS OF RELIGION. An Introductory and Scientific Study. London:
Hutchinson’s [1958], small 8vo, publ’s cloth, 158pp, vf. James (1888-1972) was “Doyen of British
Scholars in the field of the history of religions,” (TLS obit), and one of the last representatives of that
enlightened era of post-Victorian comparative religion unimpressed and untroubled by modernist
psychology. $18.00
235) James, E. O. – THE CONCEPT OF DEITY. A Comparative and Historical Study. London: Hutchinson
1950, tall 8vo, publ’s blue cloth, 200pp, remains of dust jacket laid-in, spine lettering a little dull
otherwise a fine fresh copy. The Wilde Lectures, with 87 pages on the worship of nature, pantheism and
anthropomorphism. $40.00
236) James, E. O. – THE WORSHIP OF THE SKY-GOD. A Comparative Study in Semitic and IndoEuropean Religion. London: University of London, The Athlone Press 1963, 1st ed, publ’s blue cloth,
175pp, fine condition. $38.00
237) James, E. O., (and others). - CHRISTIANITY AND NATIVE RITES. London: Central Africa House
Press 1950 2nd ed, small thin 8vo, 64pp, frontis, dj, vg-f. A collection of three essays in appreciation of
William Vincent Lucas. An unusual admission from the hierarchy of Anglican Christianity that to
Christianize native peoples was in effect to destroy them. Lucas was Bishop of the Masai, a people that
eventually fended off these invaders. James’ essay is a particularly welcome revelation considering that
he was a church-going believer, yet here able to see the folly of bringing ‘religion’ to Africa. $32.00
238) James, William. – ON VITAL RESERVES. NY: Holt 1911 (1899), small 8vo, cloth-backed printed
boards, spine gilt, 78pp, vg-f. $55.00
239) Johnson, Sally B. - THE COBRA GODDESS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. Predynastic, Early Dynastic and the
Old Kingdom Periods. London: Kegan Paul International 1990 1st ed, large 8vo, cloth & dj, 276pp, well
illustrated with b&w plates and text illustrations including line drawings and photographs of temples,
very fine copy. $200.00
240) JOURNAL OF THE WARBURG AND COURTAULD INSTITUTES. Edited by Edgar Wind and Rudolf
Wittkower and later Anthony Blunt and T. S. R. Boase, seven issues bound in six, Vol I No.1, 2 & 3 (19378), Vol II No.3 & 4 (1939), Vol III No.’s 3-4 (1939-40), quarto, publ’s stiff sewn wraps, plates on chalk

paper throughout, one wrapper water stained, another detached else vg-f condition. The journal is still
published (now $240.00 per vol), but all early issues are rare and only volumes from the last 20 years
are available from the Warburg. No copies of these early issues on the net. Laid in is an author index
covering Volumes I-XXII, and a copy of The Warburg Institute (1974) a 27pp pamphlet describing the
Warburg’s history and library plus complete bibliography of all Warburg publications to that date. I also
have a nearly complete set available. $550.00
241) Jung) CARL GUSTAV JUNG 1875-1961. A Memorial Meeting, New York, December 1, 1961.
Sponsored Jointly by the New York Association for Analytical Psychology and the Analytical Psychology
Club of New York. 1962, sewn wraps, 50pp, frontis portrait on glossy stock, vg copy. An anonymously
edited collection of talks and papers read to commemorate the passing of Jung. $18.00
242) Kenney, Louis A. CATALOGUE OF THE RARE ASTRONOMICAL BOOKS IN THE SAN DIEGO STATE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. Introduction by Owen Gingerich. Np: Friends of the Malcolm A. Love Library,
San Diego State University, 1988, hardcover, quarto, gilt lettered and decorated red cloth, 211 items,
335pp, 16 color illustrations on coated stock and numerous b&w figures throughout, most of which are
full-page, color illustrated endpapers on coated stock, index. Number 28 of 1,000 copies. A magnificent
collection of old and rare astronomical books, with very detailed descriptions. $65.00
243) Kerenyi, C. - THE RELIGION OF THE GREEKS AND ROMANS. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. 1962 1st
ed, [British sheets], large heavy 8vo, publ’s cloth, 303pp, 124 ‘monochrome’ plates, notes, index, vg
copy. The plates are expertly reproduced retaining detail lost in later printings. One of his most
expansive and comprehensive works. $32.00
244) Kerenyi, C. – THE HEROES OF THE GREEKS. Translated by H. J. Rose. NY: Grove Press 1960 1st ed,
(British sheets) heavy 8vo, cloth & dj, 439pp, 76 pages of b & w plates nicely reproduced, one tiny chip
in jacket else mostly fine. Easily one of Kerenyi’s greatest books, and probably (I suspect) one that
would most likely be most read cover to cover. In many ways it both encompasses and supersedes his
more famous books. The plates are extremely well chosen, carefully amplifying the text. The “heroes”
discussed are not the figures deified by the Greeks in the usual sense, but the human demigods who
have come down to us in the great stories of courage, skill, wit and romance. The fluidity of the
translation is no doubt due to the fact that the translator is also one of the great authorities on Greek
mythology. $44.00
245) Kierkegaard) Kirmmse, Bruse H, editor. - ENCOUNTERS WITH KIERKEGAARD. A Life as Seen by
his Contemporaries. Princeton: PUP 1996, cloth & dj, mint copy. This is the kind of “philosophy” book I
relish, but not much about his philosophy, religion, or opinions, instead we discover the man, his
temperament, his affectations, his day-by-day life, his walks, his torments. The extensive notes by the
editor bring alive mundane and little known details that must inform our understanding of his
philosophy, for example that Kierkegaard was a physically stunted “runt.” With a book like this we go
beyond the details of philosophical inquiry and theological dispute and find the life of another
miserable seeker, desperate for the nectar of love and the understanding of God. $22.00
246) Kilson, Marion. – KPELE LALA. Ga Religious Songs and Symbols. Cambridge: Harvard UP 1971,
paperback, 313pp, a few maps, fine copy. $14.00
247) King, Francis. – SECRET RITUALS OF THE O. T. O. Clear photocopy of the 1973 edition, quarto,
comb bound, 240pp, vg-f. There was much litigation when this was first published and it will probably
never be reprinted. The cheapest copy online is $200.00. $55.00

248) King, L. W. – BABYLONIAN MAGIC AND SORCERY. Being “The Prayers of the Lifting of the Hand.”
Leiden: Brill 1952, sewn wraps, 163pp, vf copy. In spite of the English language title, the text is in Dutch.
King’s famous translation has a very complicated publishing history and there have been at least two
English language editions. This copy has hundreds of very neat penciled marginal annotations and
glosses in German by a scholar who clearly knew this text well including both the Dutch and Egyptian
hieroglyphic texts. $25.00
249) Kingsley, Peter. – REALITY. Inverness: Golden Sufi Center 2003, cloth & dj, large 8vo, jacket
slightly rubbed else vg-f condition. “This book is aimed at one of the highest ends I can imagine, to
restore to us the understanding that the original purpose of Greek philosophy was to launch the
western mind on a profoundly spiritual course [and] that the founders of philosophy were not just
proto-physicist whose ingenious conjectures have long been shelved. That they were spiritual giants
whose understandings have not been surpassed, and may never be surpassed.” (Huston Smith). See also
Nasr’s review in The Open Court. Still in print in paper, this cloth edition is quite scarce. $75.00
250) Kircher) Rowland, Ingrid D. - THE ECSTATIC JOURNEY. Athanasius Kircher in Baroque Rome.
University of Chicago 2000, large 8vo, sewn paperback, printed on glossy stock, profusely illustrated, a
very attractively produced work, very fine condition, long out of print. $100.00
251) Kircher) Stolzenberg, Daniel, editor. - THE GREAT ART OF KNOWING, THE BAROQUE
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ATHANASIUS KIRCHER. Stanford: Stanford University Libraries 2003, quarto, sewn
folding wraps, 160pp, magnificently illustrated, very fine condition, a beautifully designed and printed
volume. This catalog celebrates in part Stanford’s acquisition of 50 rare books by Kircher and serves as
a catalog to an exhibition held in the Green Library (Stanford’s rare book library). It was not long before
this that Kircher’s works were considered fringe and of dubious value even for the most adventurous
academic researchers. Then suddenly he became, as has Paracelsus has, and Cardano and the Hermetic
world in general worthy of such a prestigious institution. $350.00
252) Klossowski de Rola, Stanislas. - ALCHEMY THE SECRET ART. London: Thames & Hudson 1973 1st
ed, slim quarto, later half-bonded leather, gilt lettered spine with raised bands and cloth sides, 128pp,
profusely illustrated in color and b & w, Leonard F. Pembroke’s copy, bound for him, with remains of his
small library sticker at the foot of spine, fine copy. The first edition, part of Thames & Hudson’s Art &
Imagination series, an admirable series of books edited by Jill Purce mostly published in hardcover but
oddly this was only issued in paper, though reissued in 1978 in a glued hardcover by Bounty Books, a
cheap reprint house. Contrary to popular assumption this was not a prelude to his The Golden Game but
an entirely different work and one of the best illustrated iconographies of alchemy in English, still in
print in a reduced format paper edition. $90.00
253) Koestler, Arthur. – THE SLEEPWALKERS. A History of Man’s Changing Vision of the Universe.
With an Introduction by Herbert Butterfield. London: Hutchinson 1959, thick 8vo, cloth & dj, 624pp,
front hinge is cracked and rather strained, the dust jacket has some chips along the edges otherwise
very fine copy with gift inscription from famed antiquarian bibliopole Albi Rosenthal. $10.00
254) Kramrisch, Stella. - THE ART OF INDIA. Traditions of Indian Sculpture, Painting and Architecture.
NY: Phaidon 1954, 1st ed, tall quarto, beautiful patterned cloth binding, 231pp, 180 plates, some
mounted, the rest in gorgeous photogravure, fine in slightly worn dj. Kramrisch held the History of
Indian Art chair at the University of Calcutta for ten years and is a favorite among students of the
Traditionalist school. A wonderful presentation. $100.00

255) Krishnamurti, J. - AT THE FEET OF THE MASTER BY ALCYONE. London: TPH 1927, slim 8vo,
boards, 25pp plus four color plates mounted on brown card stock, preface by Annie Besant, mostly fine
condition and printed on fine paper. His first book, it dates from the period when he was considered the
savior of the world, a position he repudiated in 1929 causing a sensation in the Theosophical world. The
plates are nothing special, just generic reproductions of Indian miniatures but with a curious portrait
frontispiece of Krishnamurti. First published in 1910 and published many times since, this edition is
unaccountably rare and not in Weeraperuma’s bibliography. $30.00
256) Kulick, Don & Margarete Willson, editors. – TABOO. Sex, Identity and Erotic Subjectivity in
Anthropological Fieldwork. London: Routledge 1995, glued paperback, 283pp, mint copy. A more
honest subtitle might have been “Anthropologists who get hot with their subjects.” Thoroughly
enjoyable and revealing. $9.00
257) L'HOMME. Revue Francaise d'Anthropologie. Paris: Mouton 1965-1966, small quarto, sewn
wraps, Tome VI, Numero 2-4; Tome V, Numero 2, four issues, April 1965 - October 1966, approximately
130pp each, occasional b&w plates, one folding & extending, a few figures in the text, mostly fine
condition and printed on quality paper. Still being published today, the hand of Claude Levi-Strauss is
everywhere here. $70.00
258) Lacy, Norris J. & Geoffrey Ashe, editors. – THE ARTHURIAN HANDBOOK. NY: Garland 1997, 2nd
edition, cloth-backed glossy boards, 409pp, illustrated, mint copy. This second edition contains
considerable revisions and additions. Published at $80.00. $32.00
259) Lang, Andrew. - MYTH, RITUAL AND RELIGION. London: Longmans 1906 2nd ed, (1899), two
volumes, short 8vo, publishers brown cloth with gilt illustrated spines, 339+380pp, top of spines just
very slightly chipped, otherwise a nice copy with the signature of David Fideler (Phanes Press) on each
fly leaf. The Silver Library Edition, a re-set though textually identical edition to the first. Of all the many
books that Lang authored, this is one of his central publications. Large chapters on magic, stellar
mythology, Aryan myths, cosmology, “Gods of the Lowest Races”, “American Divine Myths” etc & etc.
Lang was one of the most admired writers of his day, famous for his “color” fairy books, his pioneering
works on anthropology and mythology, his battles with Max Muller, and his leadership in the
burgeoning new field of psychical research. According to the biographer Roger Lancelyn Green, Lang
had a ritualized life in which he woke every morning at precisely the same time to have a big breakfast
and then retire to his study where he would write for five hours, no more no less, and then walk the
countryside with his dogs, coming back for family life, an hour of sleep, then awake and with pipe in
hand continue his writing. This is how he wrote over 100 full length books plus numerous articles for
journals and magazines. $110.00
260) LAPHAM’S QUARTERLY. Volume III, No.1, Winter 2010, tall 8vo, wraps, 221pp, well illustrated,
fine copy. As with each issue this is devoted to one subject, in this case that of religion, all periods and
conceptions are attempted here. One of the most stimulating and interesting issues of the last few years.
$8.00
261) Laurent, Emile and Paul Nagour. - MAGICA SEXUALIS. Mystic Love Books of Black Arts and Secret
Sciences. Translated by Raymond Sabatier. New York: Falstaff Press 1934 1st ed, publ’s gilt decorated
purple cloth, [20]+274pp, illustrated ep’s, plates and figures throughout printed in blue ink, a good only
copy, hinges strained, covers worn, sewing a bit slack but firm. A prurient book, salacious at the time I
suppose, disguised as a scholarly work, as evidenced by the publisher’s stern statement: “A limited

number of this edition were privately issued intended for circulation only among members of the
learned professions, mature scholars of the sexual sciences and other educated adults.” It nonetheless
contains some uncommon material on sex magic. Laurent (1861-1904) wrote many scholarly books on
anthropology, sexology, deviancy and various paraphilia’s, plus an edited an edition of Krafft-Ebing.
This bizarre book must have been cobbled together from his writings after his death by Falstaff, the
notorious publisher of titillation who was tried and convicted of obscenity in 1939. The illustrations are
from Beardsley, Bosch, and whatever nastiness the publishers could dig up. $45.00
262) Lawrence Durdin-Robertson. - JUNO COVELLA PERPETUAL CALENDAR OF THE FELLOWSHIP OF
ISIS. Enniscorthy: Cesara Publications 1982, boards & dj, 454pp, frontis, plus ads, printed on coated
stock, jacket rubbed and a bit chipped, 9pp with occasional neat underlining in green ink. According to
the dust jacket blurb the author is cousin to Robert Graves. $52.00
263) Le Plongeon, Augustus. - SACRED MYSTERIES AMONG THE MAYAS AND THE QUICHES, 11,500
YEARS AGO. Their Relation to the Sacred Mysteries of Egypt, Greece, Chaldea and India. Free Masonry in
Times Anterior to the Temple of Solomon. Minneapolis: Wizards Bookshelf, 1973 (1886), gilt decorated
& lettered brown cloth, smythe-sewn signatures, verbatim with the 1886 edition, 163pp, 31 B&W
illustrations, several of which are full-page, including portrait frontispiece, and some figures in the text,
very good condition. Secret Doctrine Reference series, which formed the heart of the publishing program
of Richard Robb at Wizards, fine high quality reprints. Robb even took pains in some of his volumes,
when he was printing from a difficult to reproduce book, to conduct professional font repairs by hand!
He also read and studied all the books he published and his output was a pre-internet lifeline for many
far flung seekers and scholars who looked forward to his little catalogs, crammed with books, to arrive
in the mail. Cornell University Press published an edition of this book, (2010) at $58.00 for a glued
paperback. $50.00
264) Le Plongeon, Augustus. - THE ORIGIN OF THE EGYPTIANS. Introductory Preface by Manly P. Hall.
NY: Philosophical Research Society 1983 (reprint of the 1914 edition) cloth with dj, 159pp, 37 b & w
plates, notes, mint copy. Le Plongeon lived an extraordinary life. An Englishman, he was first educated
in Paris then after surviving a shipwreck off the coast of Chile he settled in Peru to study medicine, later
giving this up for a life-long devotion to archaeological research, travel and exploration. He saw an
uncanny similarity between Mayan and Egyptian glyphs and spent most of his later life trying to prove
the highly unlikely theory that Egyptian civilization was in fact a child of Mayan parentage. Mayan
writings he felt contained detailed descriptions of Atlantis, and were perhaps the last recorded vestiges
of Atlantis itself. Both Augustus and his wife Alice held Spiritualist and spiritual ideals that they put into
daily practice. This of course only added to the already loud derision of their work but they persevered
and recently have been elevated to a high rank in the halls of modern archaeology, not for their theories
and beliefs but for their advanced practice of field archaeology which is now often adopted in digs. For
example he frequently reburied important and unique artifacts after documenting and photographing
them instead of “passively looting them in the name of science.” Within the last ten years or so the
theory of culture contacts in the ancient world between China, Egypt and the Americas has been revived
to shed a lot of light on the many mysteries of the origin(s) of civilization, questions Le Plongeon
pondered long ago in this book. $32.00
265) Le Roy Ladurie, Emmanuel. – MONTAILLOU. Cathars and Catholics in a French Village. London:
Scholar Press 1979 (5th printing, 1st was 1978), cloth in dj, 383pp, fine condition with review slip laid in.
This London edition is superior in format to the American edition, (subtitled as The Promised Land of
Error). $30.00

266) Leventhal, Herbert. - IN THE SHADOW OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT. Occultism and Renaissance
Science in Eighteenth Century America. NY: NY Univ Pr 1976, cloth & dj, 330pp, very long bibliography,
vg copy. Scarce and never reprinted, one of the few treating the occult beliefs of 18th century America in
relation to their influence on social and political movements. This is his only full length work. $115.00
267) Levi, Eliphas. - THE MYSTERIES OF MAGIC. A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi. With
Biographical and Critical Essay by A. E. Waite. New Foreword to the 1974 edition by Leslie Shepard.
Secaucus: University Books 1974 [reprint of the revised and enlarged edition of 1896], 523pp, cloth &
dj, 523pp, vg-fine copy. Oddly not cited in Gilbert’s bibliography of Waite but see his entry B1(b).
Shepard’s brief but useful introduction considers Levi’s influence on 20th century occultists. Textually
the best edition. $70.00
268) Lewis, Samuel L - THIS IS THE NEW AGE, IN PERSON. Foreword by Walter H. Bowart. Tucson:
Omen Press 1972, glued paperback, XII+158pp, two page-corners turned and a bit of waviness to the
first few pages else vg-f. A series of ten lectures given by Lewis at the Holy Order of Mans in San
Francisco. Omen Press was founded by Walter Bowart who went on to write the controversial
Operation Mind Control which was endorsed (via an introduction) by Richard Condon, author of the
Manchurian Candidate. Very scarce, only a few copies online. $55.00
269) Lewis, Samuel L. - SPIRITUAL DANCE AND WALK. An Introduction From the Work of Murshid
Samuel L Lewis. SF: Sufi Islamica 1983 2nd edition revised, paperback, 64pp, illustrated throughout, vf
condition. It would be difficult to say what the revisions could be here as Lewis died in 1971. “Sufi Sam”
(1896-1971) is easily one of the most interesting spiritual people California has ever produced and may
in fact be the first human in history to be initiated into Zen, Islamic, and Christian orders. Among many
other unique accomplishments he founded The Holy Order of Mans, and for a few years my first shop
was up the block from their San Francisco church where they practiced Gnostic Christianity, studied the
tarot, and alienated themselves from the predominantly impoverished black community by dressing in
preposterous pseudo-Catholic garb, nor did any but one darken the door of my shop. See the detailed
entry in Andrew Rawlinson’s The Book of Enlightened Masters. $20.00
270) Libavius) Rex, Friedemann. DIE ALCHEMIE DES ANDREAS LIBAVIUS. Ein Lehrbuch der Chemie
aus dem Jahre 1597. Zum Ersten mal in Deutscher Ubersetzung mit Einem Bild- und Kommentarteil.
Herausgegeben vom Gmelin-Institut fur Anorganische Chemie und Grenzgebiete in der Max-PlanckGesellschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaften. In Verbindung mit der Gesellschaft Deutscher
Chemiker. Frankfurt am Main. Weinheim, Bergstr: Verlag Chemie, 1964, handsome light gray-green
decorated thick cloth, large heavy octavo, IX+[1]+XXXVII+[1]+ 564+[20]+136pp, 191 woodcut
illustrations mostly half page or quarter page, loosely inserted erratum, fine copy, unusually so for such
a large heavy volume. A monumental edition crammed with a plethora of material including a complete
facsimile, indexes, commentaries, biographies and a full analysis of the famous woodcuts that graced
the original 1597 edition. From the library of Melvin E. Jahn, (name penciled on TP), author of the Lying
Stones of Dr. Johann Bartholomew Adam Beringer, which tells the famous story of one of archaeology's
most embarrassing episodes. No US copies online. Also issued in a slipcased leather edition. $300.00
271) Lindsay, Jack. – ARTHUR AND HIS TIMES. Britain in the Dark Ages. London: Muller 1958 1st ed,
cloth and dj, 344pp, 14 line drawings, jacket with a few small chips and one tiny tear, book fine. Lindsay
wrote major monographs on alchemy and astrology. $18.00
272) Lings, Martin. THE ELEVENTH HOUR. The Spiritual Crisis of the Modern World in the Light of
Tradition and Prophecy. Cambridge: Quinta Essentia 1987, small slim 8vo, fine cloth, dj, 124pp, vf. One

of the most concentrated statements from any Traditionalist author, a real gem. Lings, one of the
forgotten confidants of C. S. Lewis, uses his Sufism to present a marvelous Perennialist ecumenicalism.
$50.00
273) Linn, William Alexander. - THE STORY OF THE MORMONS: From the Date of Their Origin to the
Year 1901. New York: Macmillan & Company 1923 (1902), heavy octavo, publ’s cloth, 637pp, six B&W
illustrations, notes, index, discrete private library markings else vg-f. A large and fair history that tries
to cover the whole story and with a good treatment of the magical claims of Smith, the Golden Bible, the
Spaulding Manuscript, etc. $90.00
274) Lonegren, Sig. – LABYRINTHS ANCIENT MYTHS AND MODERN USES. Glastonbury: Gothic Image
1991 1st ed, sewn paperback, 154pp, numerous b&w line drawings and photos, vf condition. $9.00
275) Loomis, C. Grant. – WHITE MAGIC. An Introduction to the Folklore of Christian Legend.
Cambridge: The Medieval Academy of America 1948, thick red buckram, dust jacket, 250pp, extensive
footnotes and index, one page of corrigenda, jacket rubbed, book fine. The Medieval Academy of America
Publication No.52. $60.00
276) Lord Ragland. - THE HERO. A Study in Tradition, Myth and Drama. NY: Oxford University Press
1937, 1st ed, gilt scarlet cloth with blue printed dj, 311pp, fine. Lord Raglan (FitzRoy Richard Somerset
1865-1984), was an eccentric English author, soldier, gentleman farmer, and controversialist, fluent in
Arabic, Welsh, Lotuko and other languages and lifelong student of rural life, folklore, building arts &
crafts. Author of many books, The Hero is still in print and considered his most important work and a
classic on the myths of the father. He was president of The Folklore Society and has been championed
by Traditionalist authors such as Ananda Coomaraswamy. $40.00
277) LUCIFER. [Covina: Theosophical University Press], 1947-9, a broken run comprising Vol X No.3-7,
Vol X, No.9-11, Vol XI No.1, 3 & 5, eleven issues total, stapled wraps, about 16pp each, small portion of
one page excised (subscription form) loosing about six sentences, a few small stains on two covers else
vg-f, rare, no copies of any issue online. $140.00
278) Luck, Georg, editor. - ARCANA MUNDI. Magic and the Occult in the Greek and Roman Worlds. A
Collection of Ancient Texts, Translated, Annotated, and Introduced by… Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP
1985, publ’s printed cloth, 395pp, list of texts, bibliography, index of ancient sources, and general index,
a vg-fine copy. $185.00
279) Lucretius. – DE RERUM NATURA. OF THE NATURE OF THINGS. Translated & Edited by William
Ellery Leonard. NY: Heritage Club, 1957, glossy imitation leather, 317pp, woodcut plates, vg-f, with
explanatory leaflet laid-in. Leonard has kept the original verse form. If I were to list my top ten favorite
Classical texts this would certainly be in there somewhere. I don’t think anybody can pretend to grasp
the Classical world without the experience of reading Lucretius. With 10 page introduction by Charles
Bennett. $20.00
280) Luhrmann, T. M. - PERSUASIONS OF THE WITCH'S CRAFT: Ritual Magic in Contemporary
England. Harvard 1989, cloth & dj, , 382pp, 20 B&W plates and 14 figures, bibliography and index, a few
margins wavy from damp else fine. The magickal and modern witchcraft scene in London investigated
first hand by a Cambridge scholar. Ms. Luhrmann met, hung out with and was eventually initiated into
some groups. She obviously spent long periods studying their literature. Plenty of material on major
figures like Gareth Knight, Ashcroft-Novicki, Dion Fortune, and on many little-known groups, covens,

etc. One of a handful of scholarly histories though it engendered a lot of controversy and negative
reviews from the pagan community when published. $28.00
281) Luk, Charles (Lu K’uan Yu). - THE SECRETS OF CHINESE MEDITATION. Self Cultivation by Mind
Control as Taught in the Ch’an, Mahayana and Taoist Schools in China. London: Rider 1964, cloth & dj,
240pp and four plates including frontis, nice copy of the rare first edition, reprinted a number of times
since. $80.00

Announcing the Release of
Jacques Vallee’s

WONDERS IN THE SKY

Authors: Jacques Vallée and Chris Aubeck, with the Magoniax research team
Availability: Just released, August 2016

Total print run: 500 copies signed, numbered & slipcased, 250 already sold
Includes: Separate portfolio of 20 rare ancient broadsheet posters and a facsimile
of a 17th century coin representing a legendary round shield from the sky

"A riveting historical framework"
Meticulous attention to scientific detail is a hallmark of Vallée’s books, and Wonders in the
Sky is a case study in objectivity. Such focus makes this new edition of Wonders in the Sky a
landmark and a case study in the scientific literature: how to avoid dogma while still leaving
open the wonders of what role we play in a larger reality.
-Dr. Garry Nolan, Professor of Microbiology & Immunology,
Stanford University

"A new standard and a new aesthetic"
Anyone who has dipped into the world of ufology knows just how difficult it is to find an able guide
through the dark deep forest of the phenomena, which are diverse, confusing, and often, or so it seems,
intentionally confusing. Two beacons high above this forest have been the work of Jacques Vallée and
the web-based “Magoniax” research team of Chris Aubeck and his colleagues. The result is a beautiful
synthesis of the humanities and the sciences, of the human imagination and the computer, of the visual
arts and the art of scholarship.
-Dr. Jeffrey J. Kripal, Professor of Religion
Chairman of the Religious Studies department, Rice University

"That, I believe, is true science: to follow the data
wherever they lead"
Their rigorously scientific insistence allows Vallée and Aubeck to retain the most challenging
and interesting aspects of these events without the distraction of premature commitment to any
particular interpretation. A willingness to combine documentary research, the heart of
humanities scholarship, with physical and astrophysical knowledge is rare.
- Dr. David Hufford, Author, “The Terror That Comes in the Night”
Professor Emeritus of Humanities and Psychiatry, Penn State College of Medicine
Adjunct Professor of Religious Studies, University of Pennsylvania
This is a beautiful and rare treatment of the subject. Great care has been taken to produce both a
gorgeous book and one that will last through the ages, acid-free chalk paper, sewn signatures, handsome
gilt lettered cloth binding in gilt cloth slipcase. You can see a video and read other details at Jacques
Vallee’s old crowd funding site. http://tinyurl.com/jjp3ewr.

$260.00, plus postage from Todd Pratum (book No.282)
Copies in stock
And now…
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Finally, What Millions Have been Waiting for,
the True Story that has Never Been Told Before!
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT OCCULT
BOOKDEALERS BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK
283) Pratum, Todd. - DARK IMPRESSIONS: 35 YEARS AS A DEALER IN BOOKS ON
THE OCCULT. Dee Manuscripts, Digital Delusions, Armed IRS Agents, Evil Aliens, Naked
Customers, a Cyanide Ring and a Car Crash. With Postscript on Book Collecting in the
Internet Age.
*Contained in OCTAGON II, The Quest for Wholeness, edited by Hans Thomas Hakl.
Gaggenau: Scientia Nova 2016 1st ed, glossy picture boards, 456pp, sewn signatures,
illustrated with photographs, new book, 300 copies only, autographed copies. This is volume
two of a forthcoming four volume work that documents the history and practice of
esotericism as seen through the lens of the largest occult library in private hands. It contains
my 67 page memoir ‘Dark Impressions,’ plus 14 other essays and papers in English by
various authors (see list below). Volume one--the German language texts--has been
published and is in stock ($100.00), volume two, just released, contains the English language
texts. The third volume will contain the French texts and volume four the Italian texts. An
historic publishing event, nothing like it has ever been done. My memoir includes
descriptions of some special rare books, libraries I’ve purchased and sold, my seven
bookshops and my extensive catalog business, with accounts of noteworthy customers (good
& bad) and their collecting predilections, other occult dealers, book hunting in exotic lands,
battles with the FBI, and how the gods forced me into the book business in the first place.
With a postscript on ‘Collecting Books in the Internet Age.’ This four volume series will not
be distributed in North America. Besides volume one and two I can also supply volume three
and four as they are published, please inquire. Octagon II, $100.00, post paid in the US.
CONTENTS OF OCTAGON II
1) Hans Thomas Hakl: There once was a young man who left home in order to buy lots of
books, and even as an old man hadn’t got any wiser and still diligently kept buying them
… The History of a Library and the Personal Reflections of a Collector
2) Wouter J. Hanegraaff: ‘Ad loca secretiora’: Rejected Knowledge and the Future of
Libraries
3) Hereward Tilton: The Urim and Thummim and the Origins of the Gold- und Rosenkreuz
4) Peter J. Forshaw: Unexpected in the Octagon: Heinrich Khunrath’s Presentation Copy

5) Henrik Bogdan: The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and the George E.H. Slater
Collection
6) Joscelyn Godwin: A Walk through the Speculative Music Section
7) Christopher McIntosh: Searching for the Gods in the Octagon
8) Aaron Cheak: The Alchemy of Desire – The Metaphysics of Eros in Renè Schwaller de
Lubicz (A Study of Adam l‘homme rouge)
9) Konstantin Burmistrov: Kabbalah in the Doctrine of the Order of the Asiatic Brethren
10)

Roberto Fondi: The Holistic Factor in Biological Evolution

11)
Riccardo Bernardini: The Historiography of Eranos: An Homage to Hans Thomas
Hakl
12)
Mac Linscott Ricketts: Glimpses into Eliade’s Religious Beliefs as Seen in his
Portugal Journal
13)
Jeffrey Kripal: How I Came to the Study of Western Esotericism: And Why I Think
It Is So Important
14)

Andraž Marchetti: Dharma

15)

Giuseppe Baroetto: The Illusion of Reincarnation

16)

Arthur Versluis: Parahistory and Madame Blavatsky’s Progeny

17)
Alexander Bruce: Arcana Arcanorum: From the Rituals of Egyptian Freemasonry
to the Kremmerzian Corpus
18)

Alexandra Nagel: The Enigmatic Mentalist Wolf Messing

19)

Gregory Shaw: Archetypal Psychology, Dreamwork, and Neoplatonism

20)

Frank Julian Gelli: Julius Evola and I

21)
Christian Giudice: ‘For a Spiritual Understanding of Life’ – Arturo Reghini’ís
Theosophical Years (1898–1907)
22)

Todd Pratum: Dark Impressions – 35 Years Selling Books on the Occult
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